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SUMMARY
Genetically identical, first-year plantlets of Populus tremuloides Michx.
were infusion-fed solutions of radioactive sugars, L-arabinose-l-3H (A), D-
glucose-6-3H (G6), and D-glucose-l-3H (G1). Samples of xylem tissue from stem
segments were removed after various periods of growth and examined by radio-
chemical and autoradiographic means.
Radiochemical studies indicated that sugar A specifically labeled the
xylosyl and arabinosyl units of the wood polysaccharides with only minor
labeling of the lignin. Similar studies indicated that radioactive cellulose,
lignin, and pentosan were formed in the woody tissue fed sugar G1 while only
cellulose and lignin were significantly labeled in the developing wood fed
sugar G6.
Light and electron microscope autoradiography localized the newly
synthesized wall material both on a macroscale (among the various xylem cells)
and on a microscale (within individual cell walls). Comparative autoradio-
graphic examinations of woody tissues fed sugars A and G6 revealed relatively
large amounts of labeled pentosan in the cell walls of ray and pith parenchyma.
In addition, the "protective layer" in ray cells adjacent to vessel elements
contained considerable amounts of labeled pentosan.
Analyses of grain distributions in electron micrographs of individual
woody fiber cells revealed the deposition patterns of labeled wall components.
Grain density gradients across the fiber walls were calculated with the aid
of a digital computer. Raw autoradiographic data consisted of grain and wall
interface coordinates that were digitized directly from the electron micro-
graphs. Model distributions of grain density predicted for autoradiographs
of band sources of radioactivity were fitted to the computed distributions.
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The locations of the model band sources were then used to indicate the positions
of labeled cell wall components.
Autoradiographs of fiber cells analyzed in this manner included not only
cells of developing wood administered sugars A and G6, but also cells of
woody tissue fed sugar G6 and subsequently delignified. These analyses indi-
cated that cellulose and pentosan were added to the secondary wall by apposition
while lignin was deposited by intussusception.
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INTRODUCTION
The wood cell wall is composed primarily of a cellulose framework embedded
in a matrix of noncellulosic polysaccharides and lignin. The noncellulosic
polysaccharides are often collectively called hemicelluloses. Most of the
hemicelluloses have now been isolated and characterized by various analytical
techniques. In addition, biochemical investigations have added much to our
knowledge of the enzymatic reactions leading to hemicellulose biosynthesis.
The manner of polymerization and deposition of hemicelluloses during formation
of the thick cell walls of wood, however, has been mostly a matter of specula-
tion. The object of this thesis research was to localize a major wood hemi-
cellulose and to study, in situ, the dynamics of its deposition in the develop-
ing fiber cell wall.
HISTORICAL REVIEW
HEMICELLULOSE DISTRIBUTION IN WOOD
Although a number of methods have been used in efforts to determine the
distribution of various components within woody tissue, the localization of
the hemicelluloses within the cell wall has not been established with certainty.
Fractionation of cells by size has indicated, however, that hemicellulose.content
varies according to cell type. Perila (1) found that the ray parenchyma cells
of Betula pendula (B. verrucosa) wood, for example, contained nearly twice as
much xylan as the fibers and vessel elements.
Direct microscopic and histochemical methods can differentiate lignin
from carbohydrate in the cell wall, but the histochemical methods used to
localize specific polysaccharides are few and usually based on nonspecific
or unknown reactions. It was suggested by Meier (2) that the best technique
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for studying the location of the hemicelluloses would be the microdissection
of single fibers with chemical analysis of the separated wall layers. Bailey
(3) succeeded in physically isolating and analyzing a small amount of
material derived from the compound middle lamella of Douglas-fir wood, but with
the exception of the gelatinous layer in aspen tension wood (4), the various
layers of the secondary cell wall have not yet been partitioned into discrete
fractions for analysis.
The results of studies by Meier (5-6) on polysaccharide distributions in
fiber and tracheid cell walls of three woody species have been included in
various wood chemistry texts (2,7-11). Employing a similar but more elegant
method than that used earlier by Sultze (12,13), Meier chemically examined
fractions of developing xylem tissue at different stages of maturation.
By assuming successive deposition of the wall components layer upon layer, i.e.,
by apposition, he deduced a distribution gradient for each polysaccharide
across the cell wall. Such distributions should be accepted with reservation,
however, since appositional deposition of polysaccharides has not been proven
and wall composition may change with time as evidenced by the short-lived
nature of the mucilaginous polysaccharide found in the developing cells of two
softwoods (14). Also, this method requires a knowledge of the proportions of
the sugar units in the wood heteropolysaccharides since the polysaccharide
composition of each fraction is calculated from the relative concentrations of
the sugars in the hydrolyzate. Cote, et al. (15), for example, point out
that the data of Meier and Wilkie (5) were calculated before it was known
that some galactose units are a part of the heteropolymer, galactoglucomannan,
in softwoods (16).
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HEMICELLULOSE DEPOSITION IN THE DEVELOPING CELL WALL
Conclusive evidence exists that lignin is deposited in depth within the
developing wall, i.e., by intussusception (17-20), but conflicting reports
have appeared about mechanisms of cellulose and hemicellulose deposition.
The ability of isotope labeling techniques to differentiate recently synthe-
sized material from previously formed products has been used by a number of
investigators to study the patterns of polysaccharide formation and the sites
of their incorporation into cell walls. Green (21) used a novel counting
method with a tritium precursor to demonstrate incorporation of new wall sub-
stance at the inner face of the elongating primary cell wall of the alga,
Nitella. Two autoradiography studies of tritium-labeled polysaccharides
biosynthesized in the thick primary walls of oat coleoptile epidermal cells
yielded conflicting conclusions. One study suggested that deposition of both
cellulose and noncellulosic polysaccharides occurs throughout the wall (22);
a later investigation concluded that the bulk of the cellulose is deposited
appositionally and the other polysaccharides are deposited intussusceptionally
(23).
While the first-formed primary cell wall usually grows by increasing
its surface area, keeping a relatively constant wall thickness, the secondary
wall forms to the inside of the primary wall at the end of cell enlargement,
growing only in thickness. The lamellate arrangement of cellulose micro-
fibrils usually observed in walls undergoing secondary thickening is consistent
with appositional deposition of cellulose. Such observations led Roelofsen
(24) to write: "It seems beyond doubt that 'at least the main part of the
cellulose is not formed-within the wall, but by apposition to it. This certainly
applies to secondary thickening..." Evidence gained by Dennis and Colvin (25)
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and Preston (26) suggests that the outer cytoplasmic membrane is responsible
for cellulose synthesis and, therefore, also implies that cellulose is de-
posited appositionally. Based on electron microscope studies of developing
primary and secondary cell walls, Wardrop (27) stated:
"...it would seem at this stage resonable to postulate
that, insofar as the phenomena of vesicular secretion and
lamellar apposition are involved in wall synthesis, the
former is effective in the incorporation of matrix and in-
crusting constituents into the wall and the latter in
elaborating the cellulose framework."
Thus, although there seems to be some agreement that cellulose and hemi-
cellulose are deposited by different mechanisms, direct evidence conclusively
indicating the manner of deposition of these components in the secondary wall
is still lacking.
RADIOACTIVE TRACERS AND CELL WALL METABOLISM
Radioactive tracers have found extensive application to the study of bio-
synthetic reactions leading to cell wall formation. Notwithstanding the
possible problems of misinterpretation from the administration of sometimes
"unnatural" precursors, tracer techniques have afforded knowledge about meta-
bolic pathways which could not have been obtained by other means. The major
limitation in tracer work is that simply demonstrating that a precursor is
converted to a certain product does not prove that the precursor is a normal
intermediate in the biosynthesis of that component. Of course, if the object
is simply to label a specific product, any suitable precursor will suffice,
"natural" or not.
The carbohydrate products of photosynthesis are the major source of raw
material for cell wall formation. Transported from the leaves and other sites
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of photosynthesis, the bulk of the photosynthate is sucrose and other nonre-
ducing sugars (28). Cells undergoing differentiation not only consume these
nutrients by catabolic pathways, but also transform them by a complex sequence
of enzymatic reactions into the various wall polysaccharides and lignin.
Polysaccharide Synthesis
Free sugars must be activated, i.e., phosphorylated, as a first step
toward polysaccharide formation. The sugar phosphates are then converted to
higher energy sugar nucleotides which apparently serve as the glycosyl donors
for the various polysaccharides. A number of specific enzymes are capable of
acting on these phosphates and nucleotides to yield the various nucleotides
containing the sugar moieties necessary for synthesizing specific polysaccharides.
Current evidence indicates that cellulose is formed from uridine diphosphate
(UDP)-D-glucose and/or guanosine diphosphate (GDP)-D-glucose; starch, from
adenosine diphosphate (ADP)-D-glucose and/or UDP-D-glucose; polysaccharides
containing pentoses and uronic acids, from the appropriate UDP sugars; and
polysaccharides containing D-mannose and L-fucose, from GDP-D-mannose and
GDP-L-fucose (29,30). The activation of free sugars and their subsequent inter-
conversions as sugar phosphates and sugar nucleotides are consistent with the
schemes presented in Fig. 1 and 2 which are based on reported metabolic pathways
(29-32).
Figure 1 illustrates how various free sugars can be converted to the UDP
sugars. UDP-D-glucose is a major sugar nucleotide and is capable of producing
the other UDP sugars in a direct manner, as indicated, by the action of
specific enzymes. Alternatively, the uronic acid and pentose nucleotides can
be formed through the myo-inositol oxidation pathway. While sucrose and glucose
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Figure 1. Metabolic Pathways Leading to the Formation of the UDP Sugars.
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the sugar nucleotides, free L-arabinose can also serve as a carbon source for
the pentose nucleotides. In this case, UDP-L-arabinose is formed from L-
arabinose-l-phosphate (33) which is derived from the free sugar (34). UDP-D-
xylose can be formed from UDP-L-arabinose by the action of a specific epimerase
(35). Since the reaction producing UDP-D-xylose from UDP-D-glucuronic acid
is irreversibe, radioactively tagged L-arabinose cannot directly label the
hexose and hexuronic acid nucleotides. Also, since the decarboxylation of
UDP-D-glucuronic acid involves the removal of C-6, D-glucose specifically
labeled at C-6 is a poor precursor for labeling the pentosans (36-38).
Figure 2 shows how the enzymatic reactions leading to the formation of
the GDP sugars are external but still related to the group of reactions which
produce the various other sugar nucleotides. D-Mannose, although not reported
as a free sugar in most plants, has been successfully metabolized into poly-
saccharides in plant tissue. Roberts (39) found that labeled D-mannose is
specifically incorporated into the D-mannosyl, L-galactosyl, and L-fucosyl
units of polysaccharides in corn roots. He suggests that D-mannose-l-P is
preferentially converted to the GDP sugars (GDP-D-mannose, GDP-L-fucose, and
GDP-L-galactose) instead of equilibrating with the other hexose phosphates.
Lignin Synthesis
Existing evidence suggests that lignin, like the other cell wall con-
stituents, is derived from simple carbohydrates. D-Erythrose-4-P and phos-
phoenol pyruvic acid, intermediates in the two catabolic pathways, apparently
provide the carbon skeleton for the sequence of reactions involved in lignin
biosynthesis (40). Tracer studies have indicated that'both catabolic pathways
(glycolysis and the pentose phosphate shunt) act to convert tagged glucose
into the carbohydrates which lead to the excellent lignin precursor, shikimic
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acid (41). Also, the pentose phosphate pathway appears to offer the means of
converting labeled pentoses into lignin (42).
Hemicellulose Precursors
In the course of conducting experiments on cell wall metabolism in plants,
evidence has been obtained showing that certain simple carbohydrates can be
administered and metabolized specifically into various noncellulosic poly-
saccharides. In accordance with the schemes presented in Fig. 1 and 2, it
has been demonstrated that L-arabinose (36,43-45), D-glucuronic acid (36,46-48),
myo-inositol. (32,44,48-52), and D-mannose (39) are incorporated specifically
into the noncellulosic polysaccharides of primary.growth in various tissues.
APPROACH OF THE THESIS
The. main goal of this thesis was to examine directly the deposition
pattern of a hemicellulose relative to those of cellulose and lignin in the
woody cell wall. An experimental approach using radioactive tracers and high
resolution autoradiography seemed to offer the means of achieving this goal.
For reasons to be explained later in this section, the tritium isotope was
selected for this work. In order to accomplish the major goal of this thesis
research, the following three minor objectives were established:
1. Demonstrate specific incorporation of a tritium-labeled
precursor into a wood hemicellulose.
2. Demonstrate incorporation of a tritium-labeled precursor
principally into cellulose and lignin in the same type
wood used in step 1.
3. Localize the labeled wall components in the developing
woody cells by high resolution autoradiography.
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These research objectives differ significantly from earlier work because
of the tissue being studied. Prior demonstrations of specific labeling of
noncellulosic polysaccharides and comprehensive high-resolution autoradiography
experiments have been concerned with tissue containing only primary cell walls.
In woody tissue the secondary cell wall accounts for the bulk of the total wood
substance. Also, the secondary cell wall hemicelluloses are thought to differ
from those in the primary wall (54).
A clonal stock of quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) plantlets
was selected as the source of wood for this study. This choice was made because
of the genetic homogeneity of these individual plantlets, their demonstrated
fast growth rate, and their ready availability from The Institute of Paper
Chemistry forest genetics group (55,56). In addition, fractions of developing
P. tremuloides wood had been chemically examined by other workers (12,57), and
their results might be related to this study.
Two commercially available labeled sugars, L-arabinose-l- 3H and D-mannose-
2-3H, were chosen as potentially specific precursors for noncellulosic wood
polysaccharides. It was realized at the outset that time limitations would
not allow a complete study of both precursors and that one of these would be
chosen, based on initial results, for a more complete study.
Glucose-6- 3H was chosen as the labeled precursor for cellulose and lignin.
It has been demonstrated in other tracer studies using woody stems that glucose
is a good precursor for both cellulose (58) and lignin (58-60). Glucose
specifically labeled at C-6 should not significantly label pentosans, thereby
making this precursor especially attractive for comparison with L-arabinose-
1-3H, which should label only pentosans.
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Administration of the labeled sugars by infusion was the method chosen for
feeding the precursors to the plantlets. As pointed out by Neish (40), in-
fusion through the cut basal end of a stem allows for the rapid uptake of ad-
ministered label and movement via the transpiration stream to areas of secondary
growth.
Simple methods of wood analysis were used to determine the distribution
of tritium label among the cell wall constituents. The degree of specificity
of incorporation of the different precursors was established by analysis of
the relative radioactivities of the different sugar units of the polysaccharides
following hydrolysis and by determination of radioactivity in the Klason lignin.
Liquid emulsion autoradiography was used in conjunction with light and
electron microscopy to localize the labeled cell wall components. High-resolution
autoradiography.has been demonstrated to offer a means to localize tritium-tagged
compounds on a scale satisfactory for this research (61).
Basically, autoradiography localizes a source of radioactivity in tissue
by image formation in a layer of photographic emulsion applied over a section
of the tissue. Figure 3 illustrates the situation existing in a typical auto-
radiographic preparation. During an exposure period, ionizing radiation emitted
by the radioactive material which passes through the emulsion layer can induce
the formation of a latent image among the silver halide crystals. After an
exposure period (often as long as several months) the latent image is
chemically converted to a permanent image composed of silver grains. The size
and shape of the developed silver grains are dependent upon the size of the











Cross Section of Autoradiograph Preparation:
(a) During Exposure Period
(b) After Development
E = Emulsion Layer; C = Carbon Layer;
T = Tissue Section; F = Support Film;
S = Source of Radioactivity;
G = Developed Silver Grain. Adapted
from Juniper, et al. (62)
Figure 3.
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The main problem in high-resolution autoradiography is to infer the
location of the radioactive source from the distribution of developed grains.
To maximize grain formation in areas close to the source, it is best to use
isotopes which emit the lowest energy radiation. The tritium isotope is
ideal in this respect since 80% of its 6-particles travel less than 1 Pm
from their source in an embedded tissue section (61). A number of good
reviews have comprehensively surveyed the procedures used and analyses per-
formed in high-resolution autoradiography (61,63-65).
The grain distributions obtained from the electron microscope auto-
radiographs in this work were analyzed by comparison with predicted distribu-
tions derived from equations developed by Salpeter, et al. (66). From geomet-
rical considerations alone, these workers derived the theoretical distribution
function, f = 1/(1 + x2/d2 ), to describe the distribution of grains over an
extended line source of radioactivity. The theoretical distribution from a
typical electron microscope autoradiograph of a line source of tritium activity
(1000-A section thickness) is presented in Fig. 4. The grain density, f, is
at a maximum directly over the source and is arbitrarily set equal to unity at
this point, i.e., when the distance, x, from the line source is equal to zero.
The d parameter is constant for any particular autoradiograph and is equal to
Salpeter's (66) half-distance (HD) value which is a measure of the autoradio-
graphical resolution. HD is defined as the perpendicular distance from a line
source within which 50% of the total grains fall (see Fig. 4). HD values vary
with the isotope used, section and emulsion layer thickness, emulsion type,
and chemical development procedure. HD values have been determined for a
number of different experimental conditions from actual grain distributions
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Salpeter, et al. (66) found that their theoretical function provided
a good description of the actual grain distribution for distances up to 2.5
HD from an artificial line source embedded in plastic. Gupta, et al. (67),
however, found that the same function described the grain distribution from
a biological line source, even at positions beyond the 2.5 HD distance. In
this thesis research labeled cell wall components were treated as band
sources of radioactivity localized by comparing the actual grain distributions
to predicted band source distributions. The latter were obtained by consider-
ing a band source to be composed of a number of discrete, evenly spaced line
sources - each contributing to the cumulative band distribution in accordance
with the line source distribution function.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ADMINISTRATION OF LABELED PRECURSORS
In order to use radioactive tracers for a biosynthetic study, one must
have an effective means of feeding the labeled compounds to the growing cells.
Most compounds, except basic precursors such as CO2 and H20, must be adminis-
tered in an unnatural manner. Also, the method selected is determined by the
tissue being studied. Water-soluble compounds can be administered to cell
suspensions, for example, by simply adding them to the culture medium. Ob-
viously, the developing xylem cells in a tree are not as accessible to such
artificially supplied metabolites as cells cultured in vitro.
The region of developing woody cells in a young P. tremuloides plantlet
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The developing xylem can be visualized as a cylinder
surrounding the mature xylem and pith with outer sheaths of cambial and phloem
tissue. The conductive elements of the mature xylem carry water and
associated nutrients upward from the roots in an intact tree. Administration
of a water-soluble precursor into this transpiration stream by the infusion
technique allows for rapid delivery to all developing xylem cells in the stem.
Preliminary infusion feeding experiments were conducted with stems about
30-cm long cut from actively growing first year plantlets. A dye solution of
0.05% acid fuchsin (68) was administered through the lower end of a cut stem
to determine the volume uptake rate and translocation speed. The latter was
estimated by timing the appearance of red color at various points from the
stem base. Results indicated that, under daylight conditions, one might expect
1 ml of solution to be totally absorbed within 20 minutes and to travel upward
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Figure 5. Scanning Electron Micrographs of a First-Year Stem
tremuloides: (a) Transversely Cut Segment of Whole Stem




Pi = Pith; X = Xylem; C = Cambium; Ph = Phloem;
F = Libriform Fiber; V = Vessel Element; R = Ray Cell;
DX = Differentiating Xylem; MX = Mature Xylem
__0
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Infusion feeding of a radioactive sugar (L-arabinose-l-3H) was conducted
next to determine the quantity of radioactive sugar and the incubation con-
ditions required to attain a level of incorporation suitable for subsequent
autoradiography. Incorporated activity was monitored by light microscope
autoradiography. Stems were incubated in a growth chamber with defined environ-
mental conditions as described in Appendix I. The experiments showed that 100-
200 VCi of sugar A provided sufficient labeling of cell wall components, even
with as little as 2 hours incubation time. Following the radioactive sugar
with a feeding of nonradioactive L-arabinose had no apparent effect on the
pattern or amount of incorporation.
The procedure described in Appendix I was used for subsequent infusion
feeding experiments. Collecting stem segments after various incubation times
from the same seedling afforded a simple and economical use of the radioactive
sugars. As results presented later will show, this novel adaptation of the
infusion feeding technique proved satisfactory for growth periods of at least
48 hours.
RADIOCHEMICAL STUDIES
In order to justify further autoradiography work, several radiochemical
experiments were conducted with the labeled wood. It was hoped, first, that
evidence could be obtained to demonstrate that an administered precursor could
be metabolized preferentially into a noncellulosic wood polysaccharide.
Secondly, it was desired to show that the radioactivity retained in the wood
consisted of the labeled polymer products of cell wall biosynthesis and not
just the precursor itself or other monomeric intermediates. Finally, it was
recognized that the autoradiographs to be obtained would be meaningful only
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with a knowledge of the relative amounts of radioactivity in the major cell wall
components - cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin.
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMPONENTS OF WOOD HYDROLYZATE
The relative activities of the various polysaccharides of wood fed labeled
sugars were determined indirectly by examination of the simple carbohydrates
liberated by acid hydrolysis. Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was used to
separate the monosaccharides and other water soluble components in the wood
hydrolyzate. The distribution of radioactivity on the chromatogram was estab-
lished by liquid scintillation counting and fluorography. Details of the pro-
cedures used to isolate and hydrolyze the wood and wood polysaccharides are
included in Appendix II. TLC procedures and the methods used to detect radio-
activity on the chromatogram are listed in Appendix III.
Wood Fed L-Arabinose-l-3H (A)
The hydrolyzate of wood fed sugar A contained three distinct areas of
radioactivity when separated by TLC. This is clearly seen in the fluorograph
reproduced in Fig. 6. The dark spots on the fluorograph correspond to areas
of radioactivity on the chromatogram. Liquid scintillation counting of another
chromatogram is presented in Fig. 7. The TLC activity distributions in hydroly-
zate from woody tissue covering the range of incubation times, i.e., A-3* to
A-72, were essentially the same. The bulk of the total radioactivity was con-
tained in two spots with chromatographic mobilities equal to arabinose and
xylose. Since this TLC system separates the pentose sugars especially well,
there is little doubt that these two labeled components are indeed xylose and
arabinose.
*Samples of radioactive wood are abbreviated by compounding the precursor des-
ignation (A,G1,G6, etc.) and the incubation time, in hours. Therefore, A-3
represents woody tissue fed L-arabinose-l- 3H and incubated 3 hours. Similarly,
"A hydrolyzate" refers to the acid hydrolyzate of wood tissue fed sugar A.
origin ara xyl
t * · * E' .. - ·, -.
0 5 10 15
Distance from Bottom of TLC Plate, cm
Figure 6. TLC Fluorograph of A-20.5 Hydrolyzate.
ara = Arabinose; xyl = Xylose
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Distribution of Radioactivity from A-48 Hydrolyzate.







The nonmigrating spot of radioactivity shown at the origin position of
the TLC fluorograph in Fig. 6 was examined further. The material at this
position was eluted from the chromatogram, concentrated, and chromatographed
again with an acid TLC system. The results of liquid scintillation counting
of this chromatogram are shown in Fig. 8. The single peak of radioacitivity
has the same mobility as an aldobiuronic acid, 2-0-(4-0-methyl-D-glucopyrano-
syluronic acid)-D-xylose, which is an expected hydrolysis product of hardwood
xylans (69).
In general, the results of these radiochemical studies indicate that
sugar A is metabolized quite specifically into the pentosans in P. tremuloides
xylem tissue. These findings not only confirm the results of others (36,43-45)
who have experimented with various nonwoody tissues, but also supplement their
results since the tissue used here was woody in nature.
Wood Fed D-Glucose-l-3H (G1), D-Glucose-6-3H (G6), and
D-Fructose-6-3H (F)
Representative distributions of radioactivity among the components of Gl
and G6 hydrolyzates separated by TLC are shown in Fig. 9. The largest amount
of activity in both samples appeared among the hexoses, primarily in glucose.
The G1 and G6 hydrolyzates, however, showed marked differences in pentose
activity. A significant amount of the radioactivity in G1 hydrolyzate appeared
to be in xylose while the pentose region in the chromatogram of G6 hydrolyzate
appeared almost free of activity. A third region of radioactivity existed
near the origin of both chromatograms, possibly due to labeled uronic acids.
Although G6 had been selected as the potentially best precursor for
cellulose, the labeling patterns of Gl and F were studied also - mainly to
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Figure 8. Distribution of Radioactivity Among Acid Components of A-20.5 Hydrolyzate.
a = Aldotriuronic Acid; b = Uronic Acid;
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Figure 10.
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hydrolyzates contain more radioactivity in the region of the pentoses than the
chromatogram of G6 hydrolyzate. The differences observed in pentose labeling
are consistent with the C-6 decarboxylation theory as shown in Fig. 1. The
slightly greater pentose activity in F hydrolyzate compared to G6 hydrolyzate
is probably due to the tritium label in sugar F which was attached to carbon
atoms other than C-6. Since sugar F was only nominally labeled at C-6, up to
10% of the label could have been at other positions and, therefore, capable
of being carried to the pentoses even with the loss of C-6.
The negligible amount of radioactivity in the area of fructose on the
chromatogram of F hydrolyzate is evidence against the simple physical retention
of this radioactive monomeric intermediates in the labeled wood. This evidence,
therefore, supports the contention.that the radioactivity in G1 and F hydrolyzates
is indeed due mainly to labeled cellulose and xylan, the two main polysaccharides
in P. tremuloides wood. Using,the same argument, one might conclude that cellu-
lose is the main carbohydrate labeled in wood fed G6 since glucose appears to
be the main labeled product of acid hydrolysis.
While the results presented in Fig. 9 and 10 are from tissue incubated 60
and 72 hours, wood collected from shorter incubations yielded similar distribu-
tions of activity. Apparently little or no metabolic recycling of the tritium
label occurred among the carbohydrates during the more lengthy incubation
periods.
Wood Fed D-Mannose-2-3H (M)
The TLC distribution of activity in the hydrolyzate of wood fed sugar M
is shown in Fig. 11. The three peaks of activity in the areas of galactose,
mannose, and fucose are consistent with the labeling pattern observed with
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Figure 11. Distribution of Radioactivity in M-72 Hydrolyzate.
gal = Galactose; glc = Glucose; man = Mannose;
ara = Arabinose; xyl = Xylose; fuc = Fucose
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were observed in the relative radioactivities of the galactose and mannose
peaks in different samples, but all samples consistently displayed activity
confined to chromatogram areas corresponding to the galactose, mannose, and
fucose positions.
Since glucomannan is the only mannose-containing polysaccharide that
has been isolated from hardwood xylem, it seems likely that the radioactive
mannose in the hydrolyzate was derived from this polymer. It is more difficult,
however, to speculate which polysaccharides might contain the labeled galactose
and fucose. Galactans have been found among the pectic polysaccharides of the
middle lamella and primary cell wall (12,57) as well as in the secondary cell
wall of reaction wood (70,71). Also, a water soluble polymer containing fucose
has been detected in the least developed xylem cells of P. tremuloides (72).
Albersheim, et al. (73) have recently isolated and determined the structural
form of several polymer fragments containing galactose and fucose from a cul-
ture of Acer pseudoplatanus cells.
In summary, these radiochemical studies indicated that the label from
sugar M is incorporated specifically into sugar units which are probably a part
of the noncellulosic polysaccharides of the primary and secondary cell walls
of woody cells. These polysaccharides which appear to be labeled, however, are
only a small part of the total noncellulosic polysaccharides in aspenwood.
The probability that several different minor polysaccharides were labeled by the
precursor M, therefore, suggested that sugar A might be a better choice for
further radiochemical investigation. Those polysaccharides containing arabinose
and xylose, which were specifically labeled by sugar A, constitute the bulk of
the noncellulosic polysaccharides in the wood of aspen.
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RADIOACTIVITY IN PITH TISSUE OF WOOD FED L-ARABINOSE-1-3 H
Pentosans might be classified by their location in the cell wall into two
categories: namely, primary and secondary cell wall pentosans. Existing
evidence indicates that polymers containing arabinose are confined to the
primary wall or middle lamella regions in P. tremuloides xylem (12,57).: The
recent studies of Acer pseudoplantanus cell cultures (73) indicate that xylose
in the primary cell wall may be present only in the form of a .xyloglucan with
single xylosyl units attached as side chains to a celluloselike polyglucan.
The most abundant pentosan in aspenwood, 4-0-methyl glucuronoxylan, apparently
is the sole secondary cell wall pentosan (12,57).
The pith tissue in stems fed sugar A could be easily separated from the
wood and seemed an ideal subject for the study of labeled pentosan in the pri-
mary cell wall of P. tremuloides. As shown in Fig. 5, the pith tissue consists
of large diameter, thin-walled cells. With the aid of a stereomicroscope and
a scalpel, the softer pith tissue was scraped away from the xylem of longitudi-
nally split stem segments. The pith scrapings and the xylem tissue remaining
after debarking were then hydrolyzed and examined radiochemically as described
in Appendix II. TLC separation of the labeled hydrolyzate components and sub-
sequent liquid scintillation counting yielded the results shown in Table I.
TABLE I
RADIOACTIVITY IN A-20.5 XYLEM AND PITH HYDROLYZATE
Radioactivity, %
Component Xylem Pith




As Table I shows, the relative radioactivities of arabinosyl and xylosyl
units in the pith and xylem tissues are consistent with the probable relative
contents of primary and secondary cell wall pentosans in these tissues. While
the xylem tissue consisted of mature and differentiating cells at all stages
of wall growth, the pith scrapings contained only cells with primary cell walls.
If arabinose-containing polysaccharides are present only in the primary wall
and if the secondary cell wall pentosan is xylan, the greater labeling of arabi-
nosyl units in pith tissue is reasonable.
The results shown in Table I also confirm the assignment given to the
nonmigrating component (aldobiuronic acid). The constant aldobiuronic acid:
xylose radioactivity (approximately 1:12.5) in the two types of tissue suggests
that both hydrolyzate components were derived from the same xylan polymer.
RADIOACTIVITY IN PENTOSAN ISOLATED FROM WOOD FED L-ARABINOSE-1-3H
An alkali-soluble polysaccharide fraction was isolated from wood fed sugar
A and then studied using the procedures described in Appendix II. After fil-
tration, precipitation, and thorough washing, the crystalline product was acid-
hydrolyzed as done previously with the wood samples. The components of the
hydrolyzate were then separated by TLC.
Not unexpectedly, activity on the chromatogram paralleled the distributions
of activity on chromatograms obtained from whole wood hydrolyzate, i.e., radio-
activity peaks at the origin and positions corresponding to arabinose and xylose.
One difference, however, was noted: activity in the area of arabinose was less
than that found in the whole wood hydrolyzate. This difference probably re-
flects a difference in the water solubility of the xylose- and arabinose-
containing polysaccharides. Because arabinan is very soluble in water and even
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water-alcohol mixtures (74), it is quite probable that the pentosan recovered
after washing with 80 and 100% methanol was effectively enriched with labeled
xylan.
In summary, the retention of activity in an isolated polysaccharide
fraction and the apparent localization of activity in hydrolysis products corre-
sponding to pentosan hydrolysis products indicates that the precursor, sugar A,
was incorporated into wood pentosans and not simply retained as unpolymerized
precursors containing the labeled sugars.
RADIOACTIVITY IN KLASON LIGNIN
The degree of lignin labeling in woody tissue fed various precursors was
determined by measuring the radioactivity in the Klason lignin and whole wood.
An oxygen combustion procedure, which is described in Appendix IV, converted
the labeled wood components into tritiated water for efficient liquid scintilla-
tion counting. The major results of these experiments are presented in Table II.
Specific radioactivities of both lignin and whole wood samples are reported on
a common basis: radioactivity per unit weight of whole wood.
As Table II shows, a relatively small amount of the radioactivity in woody
tissue fed sugar A occurred in the Klason lignin fraction. The tissues fed
sugars G6, G1, and F, on the other hand, contained greater percentages of their
total activity in the lignin fraction. These results may simply suggest that
hexoses are better lignin precursors than L-arabinose. Another possible ex-
planation, however, is that the specific localization of tritium at the C-l
position of L-arabinose somehow limits its potential for incorporation into
lignin. Sergeeva and Kreitsberg (42) asserted that pentoses are good precur-
sors for lignin in young seedlings of Populus trichocarpa. Their study,
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however, apparently used randomly labeled pentose precursors and they reported
no comparable tracer studies employing hexoses.
TABLE II
RADIOACTIVITY IN KLASON LIGNIN AND
Specific Activity
(cpm/mg)




























aRadioactivity not determined (n.d.).
If pentoses are indeed good precursors of lignin, then the most probable
path to lignin would appear to be through the pentose phosphate pathway of
metabolism, producing erythrose-4-phosphate, one of the two major carbohydrate
precursors of lignin (40,41). Based on the reported reactions of this pathway,
only that portion of the pentose carbon skeleton from C-2 to C-5 can be used
to form the four-carbon backbone of erythrose-4-phosphate (75). If a pentose
is specifically labeled at C-l, the label would then necessarily have to migrate
to another carbon before the label could be transferred to erythrose-4-phosphate.
Should this event be unlikely to occur during the pentose phosphate intercon-
version reactions leading to erythrose phosphate formation, then one could
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predict, for example, that L-arabinose-l- 3H would be a poorer precursor for
lignin than L-arabinose randomly labeled with tritium. In any event, the
low degree of lignin labeling observed in tissue fed sugar A is significant
since it makes an autoradiography study of this tissue especially attractive.
The specific radioactivities of lignin and whole wood from the tissues
fed sugar A and G6 increased as the time of incubation lengthened. Differ-
ences in the relative quantity of living and nonliving xylem tissue in the
various samples undoubtedly contributed to these trends. As the incubation
proceeded, samples were collected from successively higher stem locations -
each ensuring segment containing a smaller amount of nonliving xylem than the
previously collected segment. Therefore, even if each segment contained the
same total activity, the specific activity of the topmost segments - which
contain the greatest proportion of living xylem tissue - should exceed that
of the more massive lower segments. A second cause for increasing specific
activities, of course, might be the continued incorporation of soluble label
throughout the incubation period. Because of the heterogenous nature of the
xylem samples, however, the activity per unit weight of tissue actually
incorporating activity could not be determined.
In conclusion, these results, together with the findings of the other
radiochemical studies, support the working hypothesis that the supplied pre-
cursors were retained as polymeric products of cellular biosynthesis. The
specific incorporation of radioactivity from sugar A into pentosans with only
a small part of this total activity going into lignin should allow a fairly
direct localization of a major hemicellulose by autoradiography of this
tissue. In addition, autoradiography of delignified and undelignified tissue




LIGHT MICROSCOPE (OLM) AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Prior to autoradiography the woody stem tissue was dehydrated and embedded
in epoxy resin according to the methods described in Appendix V. Cross
sections of tissue (from developing phloem cells to pith cells) were examined
by the autoradiography procedures listed in Appendix VI. The tissue examined
covered a range of incubation times from 3 to 72 hours. Initial experiments
indicated that enough radioactivity had been incorporated into the tissue to
make high-resolution (electron microscope) autoradiography feasible. In all
tissue examined, the radioactivity appeared to be confined to cells that might
be considered as living, i.e., cambial cells, differentiating phloem and xylem
cells, and pith parenchyma.
Wood Fed L-Arabinose-l-3H (A)
OLM autoradiographs of woody tissue fed sugar A might be best summarized
by Fig. 12. Silver grains appeared in these micrographs either as black specks
or orange-gold regions (where they occurred in high concentration). Figure 12a
illustrates the disproportionately large incorporation of radioactivity often
observed in the walls of ray parenchyma cells near the cambium. These ray
parenchyma cells apparently incorporated large amounts of radioactivity into
pentosan not only in the course of normal wall development but also during the
formation of the special "protective layer" of vessel-associated ray cells
(see Fig. 12b). Although the greatest activity occurred in the ray cells,
vessels and fibers also contained labeled wall components. As Fig. 12b and
12c show, however, only those vessel elements very close to the cambium incor-
porated any radioactivity. Fiber cells continued incorporation of label in






Figure 12. Light Microscope
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of differentiation. Ray parenchyma cells, since they continue to live even
after adjacent prosenchymatous cells have died, often displayed the pentosan
synthesis in protective layers (see Fig. 12d) of vessel-associated cells
located as far inward as the primary xylem.
In general, parenchymatous cells of tissue fed sugar A contained the
greatest concentration of radioactivity. Both ray parenc.hyma cells in the
xylem and parenchyma cellsin the pith contained activity. Except for the pro-
tective layer of ray cells, the radioactivity appeared uniformly distributed
around the cell wall in all cells incorporating label.
Wood Fed Labeled Hexoses
In contrast to the stem tissue fed sugar A, the wood fed sugars G1, G6,
M, and F showed little or no incorporation of radioactivity into parenchymatous
cells. Ray parenchyma occasionally contained radioactivity, but pith parenchyma
apparently contained none. Prosenchymatous cells, however, demonstrated patterns
of incorporationfsimilar to the tissue fed sugar A. Again, the vessel elements
ceased incorporation of activity relatively close to the cambium. Those vessel
elements not synthesizing labeled wall components consistently appeared fully
lignified and had undergone end wall disintegration, indicating differentiation
had been completed (76,77). Those cells incorporating radioactivity appeared
to contain a relatively uniform grain density at points around the cell wall.
Wood Fed L-Proline-5-3 H (P)
A glycoprotein rich in 4-hydroxy-L-proline, L-arabinose, and D-galactose
has been isolated from primary cell walls of higher plants (78,79). Oligo-
saccharides of L-arabinose, glycosidically linked to 4-hydroxy-L-proline,
apparently form the side chains of the network (79,80). Albersheim, et al. (73)
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proposed a model structure for the primary cell wall which involves this
protein as an integral part of the wall structure. Specific incorporation
of the amino acid, proline, into the hydroxyproline of this glycoprotein
has been demonstrated in tissue cultures of Acer pseudoplatanus (81,82)
with localization of the label throughout the primary cell wall (82). An
apparent association of this glycoprotein with unusual wartlike thickenings
on the inside of the primary walls of these cells led to the speculation
that a proline-rich protein might exist in the secondary wall combined with
the hemicelluloses (82). The autoradiography study with labeled proline
was added to the present research mainly because the tissue being studied
contained cells with secondary walls while earlier investigations had been
limited to tissue lacking distinct secondary wall formation. An opportunity
existed, therefore, to study the location of this protein in fully differenti-
ated woody cells.
The autoradiography results indicated that the developing xylem cells of
P. tremuloides incorporated activity from proline into two regions: cytoplasm
and primary wall areas. Cells forming secondary cell walls usually contained
activity only in the cytoplasm. The wall activity, when present, appeared to
be localized in the primary wall middle lamella regions. Since the cells were
plasmolyzed prior to embedding, cytoplasmic material appeared as small,
shriveled masses, separated and easily discernible from the cell wall.
Assuming that the labeled proline was incorporated specifically into the
hydroxyproline and proline units of protein, one might conclude that this
study demonstrates that hydroxyproline rich protein exists in the primary wall
of P. tremuloides xylem cells. Since the labeled precursor apparently is able
to enter the cytoplasm of cells undergoing secondary wall development, it would
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seemingly be available for incorporation into any wall protein formed in
these cells. The absence of activity in the secondary cell wall, therefore,
may reflect the confinement of protein rich in hydroxyproline to primary
wall areas. Of course, it is difficult to build a strong argument on such
"negative" evidence, but this experiment apparently points out another dif-
ference between primary and secondary cell walls. As discussed in the
Historical Review section, chemical studies of youag cambial cells and more
mature xylem cells have indicated that differences exist in the polysaccharide
types and protein contents of cells with and without secondary differentiation
(6,12,57).
In summary, the OLM autoradiography results indicated that labeled wall
components were synthesized in detectable amounts among the various types of
woody cells. Parenchymatous tissue apparently incorporated a relatively large
amount of labeled pentosan compared to the prosenchymatous tissue. Finally,
radioactive products of wall biosynthesis were apparently formed at all stages
of secondary wall development in differentiating fiber cells administered
sugars A and G6. This last finding suggests, therefore, that a comparative
study of the deposition patterns of the major wall components (cellulose,
pentosan, and lignin) by electron microscope autoradiography might indeed be
feasible.
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (EM) AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Ultrathin cross sections of stem tissue were subjected to EM autoradiog-
raphy according to the procedures described in Appendix VI. As Fig. 13 shows,
the silver grains formed by the EM autoradiography procedure were relatively
small compared to the grains in OLM autoradiography. This consequence, together
with the ability to obtain micrographs with both section and grains in focus
allowed for better grain distribution analyses of the EM autoradiographs.
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Figure 13. EM Autoradiograph of Two Adjacent A-48 Fiber Cells
L = Cell Lumen; I = Cell Wall/Lumen Interface;
ML = Middle Lamella
The distributions of grains across the walls of individual cells were
determined with the aid of a computer program, EMARAN, written especially for
this work (see Appendix VII). Input data consisted of grain and wall interface
coordinates digitized directly from the electron micrograph with the aid of a
microcomparator coupled to a card punch. Points were chosen from the middle
lamella and cell wall/lumen interfaces at intervals just far enough apart to
allow the lines connecting the points to accurately describe the interfaces.
ii
. . I .
I
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Figure 14 represents the data as digitized from an autoradiograph of one
particular cell. The results of data obtained in this manner from a total
of twenty-six cells are reported in this study.
The actual grain density distributions obtained often displayed a
rather symmetrical shape as shown by the histograms in Fig. 15. By extending
the line source distribution functions to band source distribution functions
(as explained in Appendix VIII), it was possible to fit theoretical distribu-
tions to the actual distributions and thus describe the location of the band
source within the cell wall. The fitted distributions for the actual histogram
results are illustrated by the smooth curves in Fig. 15. Another computer
program, CRVFIT, was written to allow distributions predicted from up to three
different band sources to be fitted to the actual distributions. The model
band parameters (width, location, and relative activity) could be varied for
each band in order to achieve a "best fit," as described in Appendix VII.
The grain density distributions were computed on two different bases,
one expressing the grain density at various distances from the wall/lumen inter-
face, the other yielding a relative-wall-location distribution. Each grain
position was computed in two different ways to yield the two types of distribu-
tions. For the first case, distances were computed between each grain and the
closest point on the wall/lumen interface (the length of a perpendicular line
from the interface to the grain). In the second case, distances were also
computed between each grain and the closest point on the middle lamella inter-
face: the relative wall location for each grain was then expressed as the
distance between grain and lumen interface divided by the local cell wall
thickness (the distance between the closest lumen and middle lamella interface
points). Thus, a relative wall location of zero designates a position on the
-42-
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lumen interface and value of unity represents a point on the middle lamella
interface. For both wall location scales negative values represent points
in the lumen.
The relative-wall-location distributions were selected for further
analysis with the band source distribution models. This choice was made mainly
because the cell walls were nonuniform in thickness - the corner areas being
thicker than the tangential and radial walls. Figure 14 illustrates, both
graphically and numerically, an example of the differences between the average
wall thickness (AWT), average corner wall thickness (ACWT), average radial wall
thickness (ARWT), and average tangential wall thickness (ATWT). These average
wall thicknesses as indicated in Fig. 14 are in units of pm. Also, as dis-
cussed in Appendix VII, these values are averages of thickness determinations
made at each grain position. Distributions derived from corner grains* alone
were usually very similar to total grain distributions on the relative-wall-
location scale but often showed a broader grain density distribution with a
maximum further from the lumen interface on absolute-distance scale distribu-
tions. This difference, however, is not especially noticeable in the plots
shown in Fig.. 15 since the actual distributions are almost coincident with
predicted distributions based on the same band parameters (0.750, 0.500, 1.000).
Despite the time-saving advantages offered by the computer-assisted
analyses of EM autoradiographs, the scope of this particular analysis was
necessarily limited. Only fiber cells fed with sugars A and G6 were examined,
and then only those from three incubation times (3, 24, and 48 hours). Special
*Silver grains were categorized into three groups according to their location
in the cell: tangential wall, radial wall, and corner grains.
emphasis was placed on examining cells lying close to the cambium. Hopefully,
these cells were living.throughout the incubation period and, therefore, con-
tinually depositing cell wall material.
Wood Fed L-Arabinose-l-3H (A)
Prior to conducting the computer-assisted grain analyses, the EM autoradio-
graphs were examined visually and estimates were made of the relative locations
of activity in the fiber cell walls. Tissue collected after a 48-hour incubation
was inspected first. Examinations of these EM autoradiographs confirmed that
activity was indeed localized deep in some fiber walls as had been indicated in
the OLM autoradiographs. Tissue from longer-term incubation periods, therefore,
was not studied.
In contrast to the grain distributions in A-48 tissue, initial visual ex-
amination of A-3 tissue indicated that most of the grains were localized very
near the cell lumen in all cells containing activity. Autoradiography of A-24
tissue showed occasional differences in grain distributions over different
fiber cell walls - some containing activity deeper in the wall than others.
The A-48 autoradiographs confirmed these differences and suggested that a
relationship existed between cell maturity and the depth of radioactivity in-
corporation. The most mature cells, those on the inner fringe of the zone of
cells incorporating radioactivity, consistently possessed grain density maxima
in wall regions close to the cell lumen. Cells closer to the cambium usually
displayed concentrations of grains, farther from the lumen interface. The auto-
radiograph shown earlier in Fig. 13 illustrates a typical difference observed
between two adjacent fiber cell walls at different distances from the cambium.
In this case, the fiber on the right is closer to the cambium.
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More exact descriptions of the location of activity in cell walls of wood
fed sugar A are presented in Fig. 16. The band parameters obtained by the
grain distribution analysis procedures are represented in this figure by
rectangles on a horizontal line positioned according to the location of the
bands in the wall. The length of each line indicates the average cell wall
thickness and is scaled in 0.5 pm units beginning at the lumen interface. The
area enclosed in each rectangle is proportional to the activity in that band
relative to the total radioactivity in the wall. The histograms and curves
which describe the actual and fitted grain density distributions, respectively,
for each of the cells are presented in Appendix IX.
The radioactivity distributions as- presented in Fig. 16 represent cells
from various locations relative to the cambium. The A-48 group, especially,
includes a number of different stages of cell maturity. The cells are arranged
from top to bottom in this figure roughly in the order of increasing distance
from the cambium.
In general, these results suggest that the bulk of the labeled wall compo-
nents are deposited very close to the inner face of the cell wall. After three
hours incubation, all cells examined showed that most, if not all, radioactivity
was localized in a narrow band near the wall/lumen interface. With increasing
incubation time, the bands of labeled material were broader and located deeper
in the walls of cells closer to the cambium. Cells were selected from each
incubation time to represent the extremes.of depth ofi. incorporation. Cells
A-24A and A-48A, for example, are representative of those cells judged to have
radioactivity localized deepest in the wall (relative to the lumen interface).
Cell A-48H, on the other hand, is representative of those cells adjacent to the




































Figure 16. Representation of Radioactivity in Walls of Developing Fiber Cells Fed














infused label is available to cells at all stages of wall development. Cells
such as A-48H might very likely have been near the last stages of wall forma-
tion when the labeled sugar became available, and, consequently, incorporated
labeled components only near the inner surface of the almost completed wall.
Cells such as A-48A, A-48B, and A-48C probably were at earlier stages of wall
development when the incubation period began. Apparently a pulse of available
label was received by these cells, incorporated into wall substance, and
followed into the wall by unlabeled wall components formed later in the incuba-
tion period.
Wood Fed D-Glucose-6-3H (G6)
The results of the computer analysis of grain distributions in G6-48 fiber
cells are presented in Fig. 17 and 18. The actual and fitted curves describing
the grain density distributions in each of these cells are included in Appendix
IX. Again, the cells are arranged in Fig. 17 and 18 from top to bottom in a
sequence of increasing distance from the cambium.
In general, these distributions were more complex than those from the
cells examined in the A-48 tissue. Model distributions from as many as three
band sources were required to adequately describe the distributions. However,
the positions of Band 1 (the band closest to the wall/lumen interface) in the
various cells of the G6-48 series could be roughly related to the positions of
Band 1 in the cells of the A-48 series. Both G6 and A tissue showed a relation-
ship between the location of Band 1 and the distance of the cell from the cambium.
Also, while this band usually contained most of the wall activity, a larger
quantity of the activity in the G6 cells - relative to the A cells - existed
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Figure 17. Representation of Radioactivity in Walls of Developing









































Representation of Radioactivity Remaining After Delignification
Walls of Developing Fiber Cells Fed D-Glucose-6-
3 H and






Judging only the results shown in Fig. 17, one might speculate that the
labeled wall material of Band 1 is cellulose and that Bands 2 and 3 represent
labeled lignin. Ultraviolet absorption and specific staining procedures (17-
20) have established quite conclusively that lignin is deposited relatively
deep in the framework of the developing cell wall.
Tissue fed sugar G6 was examined after delignification in order to con-
firm these band designations. After an eight-week treatment at room temperature
with an acidified (pH 4.5) solution of sodium chlorite (83), the stem tissue
was thoroughly washed and subsequently embedded, sectioned, and examined
autoradiographically. The autoradiography analyses on cells of this tissue
are presented in Fig. 18. Since the radioactivity in Bands 2 and 3 was reduced
relative to the radioactivity in Band 1, these results strengthen the band
assignments as speculated earlier. According to this hypothesis, Band 1 is
labeled cellulose while Bands 2 and 3 are radioactive lignin being deposited
in the secondary cell wall and middle lamella regions. The continuing depo-
sition of lignin in the middle lamella region with concurrent lignification
of the secondary wall has been indicated elsewhere from ultraviolet absorption
studies (84).
Figure 17 indicates that the relative radioactivities in Bands 1 and 2
vary from fiber to fiber in G6-48 tissue. Also, it indicates that the breadth
of Band 2 varies considerably among the G6-48 cells. The absence of an evident
pattern regarding the two differences of relative band size and radioactivity
may be a reflection of the independent nature of lignification within individual
cells. Most of the G6-48 cells examined appeared to have incorporated the
greater part of the label into Band 1. However, some, such as G6-48F, apparently
converted most of the labeled precursor into the wall substance of Band 2.
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Therefore, most cells seemed to use the bulk of the supplied label for
cellulose synthesis while some apparently converted most of it into lignin.
The different stages of wall development existing among the cells when the
label became available quite likely played a part in how each cell used the
precursor.
DYNAMICS OF SECONDARY WALL FORMATION IN FIBER CELLS
The results of grain analyses of the high-resolution autoradiographs
give a good indication of the rate of formation of the secondary wall in
developing fiber cells. Assuming appositional deposition of cellulose, the
distance between the cell wall/lumen interface and the location of Band 1 in
G6 fiber cell walls should represent the thickness of wall material formed
during the incubation period. The results shown in Fig. 17 thus indicate that
wall substance at least 0.65-pm thick can be added to the inside of a growing
cell within 48 hours.
PATTERNS OF CELLULOSE, PENTOSAN, AND LIGNIN DEPOSITION
The apparent proximity of labeled pentosan to the cell wall/lumen interface
after a 3-hour incubation period (see Fig. 16a) suggests that pentosan may be
deposited in a manner much like cellulose deposition, i.e., appositionally.
However, the differences in breadth and location of bands of labeled pentosan
and cellulose in developing fiber walls after longer incubation times indicate
that the incorporation of label from the sugars A and G6 into these polymers
may not be exactly alike. After 48 hours, bands of labeled pentosan appear
0.5 to 1.0 pm from the wall/lumen interface (cells A-48A and A-48B in Fig. 16c)
while the deepest band of labeled cellulose appears from 0.45 to 0.65 pm from
this interface (cell G6-48B in Fig. 17). Assuming that this observed difference
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is real, i.e., that further analyses of other fiber cells incubated 48 hours
would confirm these results, two explanations can be offered to account for
the observations. First, the differences may reflect different conversion
rates of sugars G6 and A into cellulose and pentosan. Second, the observed
differences might be the result of an intussusceptional mechanism of pentosan
deposition.
Deposition of pentosan by intussusception seems unlikely mainly because
of the evidence that indicates that labeled pentosan lies very close to the
wall/lumen interface after 3 hours of wall growth. Deposition deeper within
the existing wall framework would require either that the polymerized pentosan
somehow migrate further into the wall or that a second deposition mechanism
operate independently to incorporate pentosan label deeper into the wall than
the location of that present after 3 hours.
A more plausible explanation for the apparent locations of the two labeled
polysaccharides (pentosan and cellulose) after 48 hours of wall growth takes
into account the different features of the pathways postulated for the incor-
poration of label from the two metabolites, L-arabinose and D-glucose (see
Fig. 1). Unlike L-arabinose, D-glucose is commonly found in plant cells (45).
Labeled-glucose, therefore, is probably subject to the combined effects of
isotope dilution and metabolic pooling while enroute to labeling cellulose.
Tagged L-arabinose, on the other hand, should be able to label the pentosan
donor compounds, UDP-L-arabinose and UDP-D-xylose, with little or no competition
from unlabeled arabinose. These metabolic differences might be responsible
for a delay in the incorporation of the bulk of the radioactivity from sugar G6
into cellulose relative to the incorporation of radioactivity from sugar A into
pentosan. Such a delay could account for the different band locations as
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indicated by autoradiography. This scheme could also account for the auto-
radiography results observed in fiber walls after only 3 hours of growth,
since some labeling of cellulose from sugar G6 could occur prior to the main
pulse of incorporated radioactivity.
In contrast to cellulose and pentosan, lignin is deposited in depth
within the wall by an intussusceptional mechanism. As discussed earlier,
Bands 2 and 3 in the cell walls shown in Fig. 17 and 18 represent labeled
lignin. The variation in the location, breadth, and relative radioactivity
of Band 2 among the different cell walls is consistent with the concept that
lignification of the secondary wall is directed on an individual basis by each
cell. Furthermore, the continuous and simultaneous deposition of lignin in
two discrete bands in cells at all stages of differentiation is evidence
that lignification of the middle lamella (Band 3) is independent of that in
the secondary wall. This observation may correlate with the evidence that
there is a heterogeneous distribution of the two basic lignin groups (syringyl
and guaiacyl) with regard to the secondary wall and middle lamella regions of
both aspen and birch fibers (85-87).
Abundant evidence in the literature supports the existence of lignin-
carbohydrate bonds (88-90). Since the present autoradiography data indicate
that the concurrent synthesis of lignin and carbohydrate occurs in separate
regions of the cell wall, the formation of lignin-carbohydrate bonds by
simple enzymatic combinations of lignin and polysaccharide precursors seems
unlikely. The present results, therefore, agree with Freudenberg's hypothesis
of lignin formation by a free radical polymerization of lignin monomers (91).
Certain intermediates in this polymerization sequence are postulated to react
with any available hydroxyl groups (92,93), thereby creating a potential for
lignin to form covalent bonds with polysaccharides already deposited in the
cell wall.
DISTRIBUTION OF PENTOSAN ACROSS THE CELL WALL
Sultze (12) and Haas and Kremers (57) have chemically examined fractions
of P. tremuloides xylem isolated at different stages of differentiation.
Sultze inferred approximate distributions of the carbohydrate constituents
across an average fiber wall by correlating the chemical composition and wall
development in each fraction. These workers suggested that the minor pentosan,
arabinan, was completely deposited prior to the formation of any secondary cell
wall. Assuming appositional deposition of xylan, Sultze concluded that this
polymer is located throughout the cell wall with a maximum concentration near
the middle of the wall. The present autoradiographic results support the
above approach insofar as the assumption of appositional deposition of xylan
appears to be correct, at least for P. tremuloides.
Because of the heterogeneity of developing woody cells, care should be
exercised when attempting to strictly interpret the data derived from their
chemical examination, especially a hardwood species. The present autoradiog-
raphy results, for example, indicate that fiber cells continue to differentiate
and incorporate label into pentosan after nearby vessel elements have ceased
wall development (see Fig. 12c). In contrast, pentosan deposition apparently
continues in the protective layer of ray parenchyma after the fiber cells are
completely differentiated (see Fig. 12d). Thus, at least for hardwoods, a
fraction of developing xylem collected at a given distance from the cambium
can contain not only different cell types but also cells that are at different
stages of wall development.
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CONCLUSIONS
This research has demonstrated that L-arabinose-l- 3H (A) is an excellent
precursor for pentosan in the developing wood of Populus tremuloides. Com-
parative autoradiography studies of the xylem tissue administered sugars A and
G6 provided a means of directly examining the depositional patterns of the
major cell wall components. Two main conclusions were derived concerning the
deposition of pentosan in woody cells.
First, on a macroscale, pentosan synthesis occurs in all types of woody
cells - fibers, vessel elements, and parenchyma cells - and at all stages
of differentiation, from thin-walled cambial initials to the most mature
living cells. Parenchymatous cells, however, apparently incorporate a dis-
proportionately large quantity of pentosan relative to that incorporated by
prosenchyma. Also, ray parenchyma cells associated with vessel elements continue
to synthesize and incorporate pentosan into the protective layer as it is formed.
Second, on a microscale, pentosan appears to be added to the secondary
cell wall of developing fibers by an appositional mechanism. Analyses of EM
autoradiographs of cells undergoing secondary wall formation indicate that both
pentosan and cellulose are localized soon after their synthesis at the inner
face of the wall, but after longer periods of growth, these bands of labeled
polysaccharide are located deeper in the wall. The distance from the deepest
labeled wall material to the inner face of the wall is thus representative of
the thickness of the wall substance formed during the incubation period. Based
on the locations of the labeled polysaccharide, fiber cells apparently can
increase wall thickness from 0.5 to 1.0 pm during a 48-hour period.
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GLOSSARY AND SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
Aldobiuronic acid - 2-0-(4-O-methyl-D-glucopyranosyluronic acid)-D-xylose
Lumen - the region of a plant cell interior to the cell wall.
this work, it applies to both living and nonliving cells
As used in
Middle lamella - the layer of material surrounding each cell wall and
separating one cell from another
Parenchymatous tissue - relatively small cells with carbohydrate storage
and distribution functions (e.g., ray and pith parenchyma)
Prosenchymatous tissue - cells with conductive and mechanical functions
(e.g., fibers and vessel elements)
Protective layer - the layer of wall material
secondary wall formation that covers the
and part of the parenchyma wall near the




ADP - adenosine diphosphate
cpm - counts per minute




GDP - guanosine diphosphate
M* - D-mannose-2-3H-
OLM - optical light microscope
P - L-proline-5-H -
TLC - thin layer chromatography
UDP - uridine diphosphate
*These abbreviations (A, F, G1, G6, and M) are also used to refer to tissues
administered these precursors and incubated for various periods of time. For
example, G6-48 refers to tissue fed G6 and incubated for 48 hours. In addition,
G6-48A refers to a particular cell (designated A) in a G6-48 tissue section.
Finally, DG6-48 refers to delignified G6-48 tissue.
SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK
The specific incorporation of L-arabinose-l-3H into P. tremuloides
pentosan, as demonstrated in this research, offers an opportunity to auto-
radiographically examine the cytoplasm of developing cells for the possible
involvement of cytoplasmic organelles in pentosan synthesis. Although auto-
radiography experiments with tritium-labeled glucose, myo-inositol, and
methionine have associated the Golgi apparatus (dictyosomes) with synthesis
and transport of noncellulosic polysaccharides to the wall (58,94-96), the
cytoplasmic localization of label incorporated from L-arabinose has not been
reported. Such experiments would necessarily involve shorter incubation
periods than those employed in this research. The administration of L-arabinose-
1-3H to in vitro cultures of callus tissue from P. tremuloides (97) may offer
a more facile approach to such short-term investigations.
The evidence obtained in this research indicating that tritium-tagged D-
mannose is capable of specifically labeling various noncellulosic polysaccharides
in P. tremuloides provides an inducement for further radiochemical and auto-
radiographic studies with this precursor. While the polysaccharides containing
mannosyl, galactosyl, and fucosyl units are minor components in hardwoods, the
glucomannan and galactoglucomannan polymers are the major hemicelluloses in
softwoods (98). Further studies of woody tissue administered labeled D-mannose,
therefore, could supplement our present knowledge concerning hemicellulose
formation and its deposition in the woody cell wall.
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APPENDIX I
PRECURSOR ADMINISTRATION AND TISSUE INCUBATION PROCEDURES
Plantlets of a natural triploid clone of P. tremuloides (55,56) were
grown from root sprouts in a greenhouse using the techniques described by
Benson and Schwalbach (99). Actively growing plantlets 30-35 cm in height
were severed from their roots 5-10 cm above the soil surface. These detached
stems were quickly placed into a 0.1% sodium hypochlorite solution and trimmed
under water to heights of 23.0 ± 1.5 cm. The bottom two leaves of each stem
were excised at the petiole and the stem base immediately inserted into a
sterile 10 mm x 75 mm test tube containing the labeled precursor in solution.
The test tube had been sealed with Saran wrap when empty, autoclaved, and 0.5 ml
of precursor solution added by injection with a sterile 1-cc syringe just before
insertion of the stem. A small slit in the Saran wrap was made with a razor
blade to allow the stem to fit into the tube without uncovering the tube
completely.
The tritium precursors were obtained as sterile aqueous solutions from the
supplier*. 150 PCi each of G1 (5.3 Ci/mM), G6 (6.66 Ci/mM), F (650 mCi/mM),
M (611 mCi/mM), and P (10 Ci/mM), and 200 pCi of A (12 Ci/mM) were fed to
individual stems. After each stem had absorbed the radioactive solution (15-20
minutes), its base was rinsed with sterile distilled water and inserted into
another sterile 10 mm x 75 mm test tube containing distilled water. Sterile
water was added at intervals to allow the stem base to remain immersed
throughout the incubation period.
*Specific activities and radiochemical purities were accepted as stated by
the supplier, Amersham/Searle Corporation, 2636 S. Clearbrook Drive,
Arlington Heights, IL 60005.
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Incubations were conducted in a growth chamber at constant conditions
of temperature and humidity (55% RH and 80°F ± 2°F). Lighting was constant
at 2200-ft candles during the long-day conditions (16 hours of light per day).
The administrations were begun 3 hours into the 16-hour period of illumination.
One segment was collected from the base of each stem after 3, 12, 24,
36, 48, 60, and 72 hours of incubation. Each excision was made under 0.1%
sodium hypochlorite in a petri dish. The stem was quickly returned to its
incubation vessel after each segment excision and the 2-cm segment subdivided
into 3 pieces as shown in Fig. 19. The top and bottom 0.5-cm pieces were
designated for radiochemical study while the 1-cm middle piece was used for
autoradiography. The 1-cm segment was further cut into two 0.5-cm pieces
which were quartered by two radial-longitudinal slices. Immediately after










Figure 19. Stem Incubation and Segment Collection Scheme.
Segments were Collected as Indicated After Various
Periods of Incubation (3 Hours, 12 Hours, 24 Hours, etc.)
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APPENDIX II
PROCEDURES USED TO ISOLATE AND HYDROLYZE LABELED POLYSACCHARIDES
ISOLATION OF MATERIALS
After incubation, the collected woody stem segments were stored at 0°C
in 30% methanol in the absence of light for 12-24 hours. The segments were
then washed twice (4-hr periods) with an ice-cold solution of the unlabeled
precursor (1 g/liter) in 30% ethanol and carried through a room-temperature
dehydration sequence similar to the procedure used with the tissue examined by
autoradiography. The dehydration schedule described in Appendix V was followed
except that after total dehydration in 100% ethanol the segments were returned
to 95% ethanol for storage until needed.
Xylem and pith tissues were manually isolated from the stem segments.
After soaking in distilled water for 30 minutes the segments were easily de-
barked with a razor blade under a stereomicroscope. The bark separated cleanly
in one piece from the xylem cylinder at the cambium after a longitudinal incision.
was made through the bark. The debarked stem segment was then halved by a
radial-longitudinal razor cut exposing the pith. Pith and xylem fractions
were then isolated by scraping the core of exposed pith tissue away from the xylem.
A fraction rich in pentosan was further isolated from the xylem tissue by
a room-temperature treatment with alkali (100). The xylem was diced trans-
versely with a razor blade into pieces less than 0.5 mm in length. These small
pieces were then mixed with similar but nonradioactive wood from other first-year
aspen seedlings. This mixture (0.4 g) was treated with 4 ml of 12% sodium
hydroxide for 28 hours. The filtered extract was added with stirring to 50 ml
of methanol containing 0.83 ml of glacial acetic acid. The precipitated polymer
was recovered by centrifugation and washed successively with 100-ml volumes
of 80 and 100% methanol.
ACID HYDROLYSIS PROCEDURE
All samples were hydrolyzed by a scaled--down version of the procedure
of Saemen, et al. (101) using a.. 0.003-g sample. The wood was placed in 3-ml
centrifuge tubes with 0.03 ml of 72% sulfuric acid. This prehydrolysis step
was conducted at 30°C with occasional stirring. After one hour, 0.84 ml of
distilled water was added to each centrifuge tube, a glass marble placed over
the rim of each tube, and the vessels kept in a pressure cooker at 237°F for
one hour. The hydrolyzate was then neutralized with a saturated solution of
barium hydroxide - added dropwise with stirring - to a final pH of 5.5. After
neutralization, the tubes were centrifuged and the supernatant liquid pipetted
into vials containing Amberlite IR-120 cation exchange resin. After a few
minutes of agitation, the liquid was pipetted into clean vials for concentra-
tion in a vacuum oven at 35°C. The concentrated hydrolyzate was finally diluted




DETERMINATION OF RADIOACTIVITY AMONG THE HYDROLYZATE COMPONENTS
'1-.:, .;..'. : ; .THIN. LAtER-. HRQMATOGRAPHY (TLC) PROCEDURES
Neutral sugars were separated on a kieselguhr TLC system (Brinkman pre-
coated kieselguhr-on-aluminum sheets buffered with 0.05M sodium acetate) with
multiple development (4X) in ethyl acetate-isopropanol-water (100:25:12.5, v/v)
(102). Separated sugars were located by comparison with the positions of
reference sugars chromatographed adjacent to the radioactive hydrolyzate.
Anisaldehyde reagent (103) was used for detecting these reference sugars.
A cellulose TLC system (Machery-Nagel MN Polygram Cel) was used to
separate the components that did not migrate in the kieselguhr system. The
developer used was ethyl acetate-acetic acid-water (18:7:8, v/v) (104). Samples
of aldotriuronic acid, aldobiuronic acid, glucuronic acid, galacturonic acid,
cellobiose,:and xylose were chromatographed for reference alongside the unknowns.
The aldotriuronic acid used in this work was obtained from Dickey (105). Aldo-
biuronic acid was produced from the aldotriuronic acid by a hydrolysis procedure
described by Hamilton and Thompson (106). A 10-mg sample was hydrolyzed for
3 hours with 2.0 ml of 2.5N H2SO4 at 100°C. The hydrolyzate was neutralized
with barium hydroxide to pH 2.8, centrifuged, and pipetted into a clean vial.
After concentration, the hydrolyzate components were separated by paper chroma-
tography with the same acid developer used with cellulose TLC. The aldobi-
uronic acid was eluted from the chromatogram with water and concentrated.
Reference compounds were detected on chromatograms by alkaline silver nitrate
(107) and p-anisidine hydrochloride (108).
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..MEASUREMENT OF ;ACTIVITY ON CHROMATOGRAMS
The TLC fluorographic method of Randerath (109) provided a straightfor-
ward means of localizing and gauging relative distributions of radioactivity
on the chromatograms. A 15-ml solution of scintillant (0.7 g of 2,5-diphenyl-
oxazole per 10-ml ether) was poured evenly over each 20 cm x 20 cm TLC plate
and dried. A sheet of Kodak RP/R2 x-ray film was placed adjacent to the coated
TLC plate, sandwiched between glass plates, wrapped with black paper and foil,
and stored at -78°C (in a freezer with solid C02). After an exposure period
of 10-20 days, the film.was allowed to warm.to room temperature and was then
developed at 68°F according to the schedule below:
Solution Time, min
Kodak D-19 (diluted 1:2) 8 (with agitation)
Kodak Rapid Fixer 5
Water (running) 20
Liquid scintillation counting of these same TLC plates showed quantita-
tive measurement of radioactivity on different areas of the chromatogram.
Strips ofthe chromatogram 0.5 inch in width were cut along the direction of
component migration and then cut transversely into 0.5 or 1.0-cm pieces.
These pieces were placed individually into glass counting vials. After adding
20 pi of distilled water followed by 5 ml of Beckman's cocktail D, radioactiv-
ities were measured on a Beckman DPM-100 liquid scintillation counter.
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APPENDIX IV
DETERMINATION OF RADIOACTIVITY IN KLASON LIGNIN
AND WHOLE WOOD SAMPLES
Samples of Klason lignin and whole wood were derived from debarked stem
segments which had been diced transversely into pieces less than 0.5-mm thick.
The debarked and diced wood samples were weighed after conditioning for 24 hours
at 50% RH and 73°F. Klason lignin was obtained from the same hydrolysis procedure
as described in Appendix II. The lignin was collected before neutralization,
however, on 8-pm Millipore filters and thoroughly washed with distilled water.
The radioactivities of wood and lignin samples were measured by liquid
scintillation counting of their combustion products. Samples were combusted by
the technique of Gupta (110) using oxygen-filled plastic bags and a modified
combustion assembly as suggested by Lewis (111). Wood samples to be combusted
were dispersed with cotton inside a rolled envelope of lens tissue. Lignin
samples were combusted with the filters upon which they were collected.
The combustion apparatus was basically the same as that used by Gupta
(110), consisting of three main parts (plastic bags, sample support coil, and
combustion assembly) with various accessories. Kapak*, heat-sealable polyester
pouches (6 1/2 inches x 8 inches) served as disposable combustion vessels. Two
beads of silicone rubber (Dow Corning Silicone Rubber Sealer) were applied to
each pouch, one near the center and one in a lower corner,, setting overnight.
Platinum-20% iridium wire (0.025 inch) was wound into coils (10 mm x 5 mm diameter),
for sample supports. A combustion assembly was fabricated from two watch glasses
*Kapak Ind., Bloomington, Minn. 55431.
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(75-mm diameter) held together by two glass rods (50 mm in length) in a design
similar to that of Lewis (111). Silicone rubber bonded the glass rods to the
watch glasses.
The procedure for the combustion of one sample was as follows:
1. Apply India ink to both tips of the lens tissue covering the
sample and allow to dry.
2. Place the covered sample in the coil and put the combustion
assembly into the plastic bag.
3. Seal the top to the bag with a hot iron.
4. Partially evacuate the bag via a syringe needle inserted
through the center bead of silicone rubber.
5. Add oxygen to the bag in a similar manner until the bag is full.
6. Repeat Step 4. /
7. Repeat Step 5, except stop inflating the bag about 20% short
of its full capacity.
8. Suspend the bag from a clip attached to a ring stand over a sink.
9. Ignite sample by focusing a light beam from a projection lamp* on
the inked spots of the lens tissue.
10. Run a stream of cold water over the suspended bag until it is
cooled.
11. Inject 10 ml of p-dioxane into the bag (through a silicone rubber
bead).
12. Shake the bag at intervals during a 15 to 30-minute equilibration
period.
13. Withdraw two 2.5-ml aliquots from the bag with a disposable
syringe and add to counting vials with 10-ml liquid scintillant
(Beckman's cocktail D) for counting.
*150 w/125 v General Electric type DFN lamp.
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APPENDIX V
DEHYDRATION AND EMBEDMENT PROCEDURES
Segments of stem tissue to be examined by autoradiography were first
washed in solutions of the unlabeled precursor as described in Appendix II.
These segments were then dehydrated according to the following sequence:
Solution Minimum Time
15% Ethanol 30 min
30% Ethanol 30 min
50% Ethanol
Aspiration under 5-10 in Hg vacuum 30 min
70% Ethanol 30 min
95% Ethanol 30 min
100% Ethanol 30 min
100% Ethanol Overnight
100% Ethanol 30 min
Ethanol:propylene oxide (1:l, v/v) 3 hr
100% Propylene oxide 3 hr
100% Propylene oxide Overnight
Dehydrated segments were.embedded in Epon-Araldite (112) resin containing
the following components:
12.5 g Epon 812
7.5 g Araldite 502
27.5 g DDSA (dodecynylsuccinic anhydride)
1.5 g Dibutylphthalate
1.0 g DMP-30 (2,4,6-dimethylamino-methylphenol)
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The schedule for infiltration and embedment was as follows:
1. Propylene oxide:Epon-Araldite (2:1), 4 hr at room temperature.
2. Propylene oxide:Epon-Araldite (1:2), 4 hr at room temperature.
3. Epon-Araldite, overnight at room temperature.
4. Epon-Araldite, 4 hr at room temperature.
5. Transfer segments to filter paper for draining, then to fresh
Epon-Araldite in embedding mold. Aspirate to remove air
bubbles.




..... *: (.:~ :LIGHT MICROSCOPY
Sections for light microscopy were cut approximately 0.4-pm thick using a
Sorvall MT2-B ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife. Ribbons of sections
were transferred to collodion-coated glass microscope slides with a 4-mm loop of
nichrome wire. During this operation the slide was placed on a slide-holding
device similar to that described by Crefeld (113). Because this device was
mounted on the microtome knife stage, it allowed the transfer of sections from
the knife boat to the slide under continuous microscopic observation. After
drying, the sections were coated with a layer of carbon approximately 5-10-nm
thick using a Denton DV-502 vacuum evaporator.
A layer of Ilford L-4 liquid emulsion* was applied in the dark (see below),
to the above slides with the dipping apparatus shown in Fig. 20. By withdrawing
a slide from the emulsion at constant speed, this apparatus coated the slides
with a reproducible, uniform layer of constant thickness in the same manner as
the semiautomatic instrument of Kopriwa (ll4). A constant speed of withdrawal
was accomplished by a one-third rpm synchronous motor turning a drum, D1. The
latter pulled a cable (by friction) directly linked to the slide as shown in
the figure. The two drums, D1 and D2, provided two different withdrawal speeds,
49 and 67 mm/sec, respectively.
Because of its photosensitivity, the emulsion was handled in a darkroom
illuminated by a Wratten OC safelight kept.at least 3 feet from the area of
*Ilford Ltd., Ilford, Essex, England.
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Figure 20. Slide Dipping Apparatus
operation. The humidity of the darkroom was maintained above 50% RH. The
operations involved in applying the emulsion to the slides are outlined
below:
1. Remove about 3 g of emulsion from the stock bottle with a
porcelain spatula and melt it in a 15-ml centrifuge tube in
a 40-45°C water bath.
2. Gauge the volume of melted emulsion and add approximately
three times this volume of 1% glycerol (also at 40-45°C).
3. Stir very slowly with a glass rod until mixed (2-3 min).
4. Pour the diluted emulsion slowly into the glass dipping vessel
(V in Fig. 20), which is partially submerged in a constant
temperature bath (35°C).
5. After allowing the emulsion to reach thermal equilibrium with
the water bath, place a slide into the dipping vessel and
grip it with the metal clips (as shown in Fig. 20).
6. Switch on the power to the motor.
7. When the slide has cleared the top of the dipping vessel,
remove it from the clips.
The thickness of the emulsion coating was estimated by determining the
interference color of the dry emulsion under normal illumination. As suggested
by Salpeter and Bachmann (65). a slightly overlapping monolayer of silver
halide crystals about 1700-A thick (purple interference color) was selected as
the best thickness. Test slides were dipped until a correct emulsion thickness
was obtained. If the color of the test slide indicated that the layer was a
different thickness, one or more corrective actions could be taken. If the
layer was too thick, distilled water was added dropwise with a syringe to the.
dipping vessel.. If the layer was too thin, the withdrawal speed was increased
by changing from the smaller diameter drum, Dl, to the larger diameter drum, D2,
and/or lowering the temperature of the water bath. Normally, the water bath
was maintained at 35°C.
1
·
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Dipped slides were placed upright to dry in a neoprene-coated wire rack
inside a lightproof, constant humidity (45% RH) chamber. After drying (usually
2 hours) the slides were placed in black slide boxes with a small package of
Drierite wrapped in tissue paper. The boxes were filled with an atmosphere of
C02 prior to their being sealed with black masking tape. The sealed boxes
were then stored inside a refrigerator at 4°C for the duration of the exposure
period.
After approximately 10 days, the slides were processed in the following
solutions at 20°C:
Solution Time
Kodak D-19 (diluted 1:2) 4 min
1% Acetic acid 10 sec
Kodak Rapid Fixer 5 min
Water (running) 5 min
Distilled water 1 min
5% Formaldehyde 10 min
The formaldehyde treatment hardened the emulsion layer, thus allowing
staining of the sections at high temperature without damage to the autoradio-
graph (115). Staining was accomplished with toluidine blue (0.05% in 0.1M
phosphate buffer, pH 6.8) for 2 minutes at 70-80°C (116). This temperature
was achieved by placing the slide flat in a petri dish floating on a water bath
at 80°C. The autoradiographs were observed with a Zeiss photomicroscope using
a phase-contrast, oil-immersion optical system.
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.. . ... ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Sections for electron microscopy were cut approximately 1000-A thick
(pale gold interference color) on the same ultramicrotome used for light
microscopy. Two different techniques were used for applying the layer of
liquid emulsion over the sections and subsequently processing the autoradio-
graphs.
GLASS SUBSTRATE TECHNIQUES
This method was an extension of the procedure used with light microscope
autoradiographs. With the exception of the slide dipping apparatus, it was
the same as the procedure described by Salpeter and Bachmann (65). Some
modifications in technique were made, however, as suggested by Crefeld (113).
Slides were coated with collodion .by dipping into a 0.7% solution of collodion
in amyl acetate, then reinforced at the bottom edge with a second dip (after
drying) in 5% collodion to a depth of about 2 mm. The transfer of sections to
the collodion-coated slides was conducted as before for light microscopy. Also,
the slides were coated with a 50-A layer of carbon and a 1700-A layer of Ilford
L-4 emulsion as described before. The dried slides were stored at 4°C in dry,
lightproof slide boxes containing a CO2 atmosphere.
After exposure periods of 6-10 weeks, the slides were processed in a
development procedure which yielded small, punctate silver grains. The gold
thiocyanate, Elon-ascorbic acid, and fixer solutions were prepared by the
formulae described by Salpeter and Bachmann (65) and used the same day (1-8 hr
after mixing) at 20°C. The processing schedule was as follows:
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Solution Time
Gold thiocyanate 5 min
Distilled water 10 sec
Elon-ascorbic acid 8 min
Nonhardening fixer 1 min
Distilled water 30 sec
Distilled water 30 sec
Distilled water 30 sec
After processing, the collodion layer containing the sections was care-
fully stripped from the glass slide by the procedure detailed by Salpeter and
Bachmann (65). Formvar-coated nickel grids wereplaced over the ribbons of
sections on the collodion layer and the floating membrane picked up onto filter
paper by suction. .After drying, the collodion layer was dissolved by a 4-minute
immersion in amyl acetate. The specimen grids were then poststained with 2%
potassium permanganate according to the following schedule:
1. Put drops of stain (drawn from below surface of solution) onto
wax bottom petri dish.
2. Float grids on the drops, section side down, for 10 minutes
, in the covered dish.
3. Rinse successively in three vessels of distilled water, 20 rapid
dips in each vessel.
4. Dry grids by blotting edge with lens paper.
The finished autoradiograph preparations were examined in an RCA model EMU-3F
transmission electron microscope operated at 50 kv.
GRID SUBSTRATE TECHNIQUE
In this procedure the liquid emulsion was applied directly to specimen
grids containing the tissue sections. The ribbons of sections were picked up
from the knife trough of the ultramicrotome onto collodion-coated nickel grids
and stained with 2% potassium permanganate as described before.
The grids were first coated with carbon (5-10 nm).)and then coated with
Ilford L-4 emulsion by the procedure described by Hiraoka (117). The stained
grids were inserted into the opened slots of flexible plastic Hiraoka Supporting
Plates* under a stereomicroscope. When the plate was lying flat, the slots
firmly gripped the edges of the grids and held them in a position perpendicular
to the plane of the plate. Up to 16 grids could be held on each plate during
the various autoradiography steps from carbon coating through chemical processing.
The diluted emulsion at 35°C was applied (in the darkroom) to the specimen side
of the grids with a fine pipet while the supporting plate was held vertically.
Excess emulsion was removed by moving the grids into a vertical position and
touching strips of filter paper to the lower edges of the grids.
The emulsion-coated grids were then dried on the supporting plates and
placed in slide boxes for storage in a manner similar to that used with the
glass slides. Each box contained a bag of Drierite and a CO2 atmosphere. After
the exposure period, the grids were processed by the gold thiocyanate and Elon-
ascorbic acid sequence described earlier. After drying, the grids were ready for
examination in the electron microscope.




COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR GRAIN DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
This appendix contains the user instructions and listings for the
computer programs employed in the analysis of electron microscope autoradio-
graphs. The programs were written especially for use with data obtained in
this thesis research. Therefore, they are most applicable for analysis of
grain distributions relative to the boundaries of band-shaped structures such
as cell walls. Both programs* are coded in basic FORTRAN IV. The programs
were used in this research with the IBM 360/44 OS and RAX operating systems.
EMARAN
The directions for use of the EMARAN program are contained in Table III.
A listing of EMARAN and its subroutines (GRNDIS, PLTDAT, and GRAF) are
included in Table IV. Graphical output was accomplished by a Calcomp model
565 plotter. The unlisted subroutines associated with this plotting function
and used in subroutine GRAF (e.g., PLOT, SCALE, etc.) were written by staff
of The Institute of Paper Chemistry computer center.*
CRVFIT
The directions for using the CRVFIT program are presented in Table V.
A listing of the program is contained in Table VI. The GRAF subroutine used
with CRVFIT is not included in this listing since it is the same subroutine
used with EMARAN (see Table IV).
*The program package is available at copying costs from The Institute of Paper
Chemistry computer center (File Number IPC-TH-005).
TABLE III
USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR EMARAN
PROGRAM EMARAN--FOR ANALYSIS OF ELECrRCN MICROSCOPE AUTORAOIOGRAPhS
DIRECTIONS FCR USE
POIRTS FROM GRAINS ANU WALL INTERFACES ARE DIGITIZED FROM THE MICROGRAPH
VIA A MICROCOMPARATOR. GRAIN POINTS REPRESENT MIDPOINTS OF IDENTIFIABLE
SILVER GRAINS. INTERFACE POINTS ARE SELECTED FROM VARIOUS POINTS ALONG THE
CELL WALL-LUMEN INTERFACE AND, SIMILARLY. FRCM POINTS ALONG THE WALL-MIDOLE
LAMELLA INTERFA:E. INTERFACE POINTS ARE SPACEC CLOSE ENOUGH SO THAT THE CURV-
ATURE OF THE INTERFACE IS DESCRIBED BY STRAIGHT LINES JOINING THE DESIGNATED
POINTS. INTERFACE POINT COORDINATES SHCULD BE INPUT SECUENTIALLY, BY MOVING
ALONG THE INTERFACE AND AROUND THE CELL TC A STOPPING POINT SHORT OF THE POINT
FIRST INPUT. THE FIRST TWO INTERFACE PCINTS SHOULD BE SELECTEC SO ThAT THE
LINE SEGEMENr CONNECTING THEM SHOULD NCT BE PERPENDICULAR TO ANY SILVER GRAINS
IN THE VICINITY. GRAIN DISTANCES ARE CCMPUTEO WITH RESPECT TO THE WALL-
LUMEN INTERFACE AND THE LOCAL THICKNESS OF THE WALL. THJS EACH GRAIN IS
DESCRIBED IN TERMS OF ABSOLUTE DISTANCE FRCF THE WALL-LUMEN INTERFACE AS WELL
AS FRACTIU,'-OF-LnCAL-WALL-rHICKNESS DISPLACEMENT FROM THE INTERFACE. REFERENCE
POINTS IN THE LUMEN ARE INPUT TO ALLOW ASSIGNMENT CF POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
VALUES TO THE GRAIN DISTANCES DEPENDING ON WHICH SIDE OF THE LUMEN INTERFACE
THEY LIE (POSITIVE IF ON THE WALL SIDEI. REFERENCE POINTS SHOULD BE CHOSEN
FROM TWU LUME' REGIONS-- NEAR THE LUMEN CENTER AND TOWARD ANY ACUTE ANGLE CELL
CORNERS.
TwO POIRTS DEFINING A LINE IN THE TANGENTIAL DIRECTION ARE INPUT TO ALLOW
RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL WALL ASSIGNMENTS TO BE MADE. EACH GRAIN IS CLASSIFIED
INTO ONE OF THREE TYPES--RADIAL WALL, TANGENTIAL WALL, OR WALL CORNER. THE
UESIGNATION DEPENDS UN THE ANGLE OF THE LUMEN INTERFACE SEGMENT CLOSEST TO THE
GRAIN AND THE ANGLE OF THIS,SEGMENT RELATIVE TC THE SEGMENTS ON EITHER SIDE
IINTERFACE CURVATLREI.
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF GRAIN DISTANCES MAY BE COMPUTED FROM ANY NUMBER OF
DATA SETS (WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE OIMENSIONEC ARRAYS AND, THEREFORE, THE
STORAGe CAPACITY OF THE COMPUTER). DATA SETS FOR CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS MAY BE
DERIVED EITHER FROM DIFFERENT MICROGRAPHS, E.G., DIFFERENT MICROTOME SECTIONS
OF THE SAME CELL, OR FROM DIFFERENT PARTS CF THE SAME MICROGRAPH, E.G., DIFF-
EReNT CELL ARtAS OF THE SAME MICROTOME SECTION. DATA IS INPUT ON IBM CARDS IN






















































OPTION FOR NUMBER OF DATA
SETS TO READ ANC FOR WHICH TO
CCMPUTE GRAIN DISTANCES BEFORE
CALCULATING THE CUMULATIVt DIS-
TRIBUTIONS.
OPTION TO PLOT GRAIN DEN-
SITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ALL WALL
AREAS--CORNERS, RADIAL WALLS,
TANGENTIAL WALLS--(NPTS=O) OR
TC PLOT CISTRIBUTION ONLY FOR
TOTAL WALL GRAINS (NPTS=NONZERO
NUMBER).
IDENTIFICATION FOR DATA SET
NO. OF LUMEN INTERFACE PTS.
NO. OF MIDDLE LAMELLA PTS.
NO. OF GRAIN PTS.
MAGNIFICATION OF MICROGRAPH
FROM WHICH DATA SET DERIVED
IST COORD PR. OF TANG. LINE
2ND COORD PR. OF TANG. LINE
N1 PAIRS OF COORDINATES FOR
LUMEN INTERFACE POINTS
N2 PAIRS OF COORDINATES FOR
MIDDLE LAMELLA INTERFACE POINTS
NO. OF LUMEN REFERENCE
POINTS (MAXIMUM OF FIVE)
PAIRS OF COORDINATES WHICH
DEFINE LUMEN REFERENCE POINT






(1) THE TABLE SHOWN ABOVE IS CORRECT FCR THE CASE OF ONE DATA SET. IF MORE THAN
ONE DATA SET IN INPUT, EACH SUCCEEDING SET (WITH THE SAME FORMAT AS IN THE
TABLE BEGINNING WITH THE ID CARD) IS SIMPLY ADDED AFTER THE LAST DATA CARD
JF THE PRECEDING SET.
(21 SALPETER'S HALF DISTANCE (HD), THE PREDICTEC DISTANCE FROM A LINE SOURCE
WITHIN WHICH HALF OF ALL GRAINS SHOULU LIE, IS CONSTANT FOR THE CONDITIONS
USED BY THE AUTHOR 1150 NM) AND THEREFORE IT IS NOT READ INTO THE PROGRAM
BUT DEFINED NEAR ITS BEGINNING IHD=l50.). THE HD VALUE IS USED IN THE
PROGRAM FOR ESTABLISHING THE UNIT DISTANCE CF THE HISTOGRAM 'BIN
e
USED IN
COMPUTING THE GRAIN DENSITY DISTRIBUTICN CN AN ABSOLUTE DISTANCE SCALE.
FWTSP2 IS THE ANALOG OF HO WHEN COMPUTING THE GRAIN DENSITY CISTRIBUTION ON
THE FRACTIONAL WALL THICKNESS SCALE. IT IS DEFINED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
PROGRAM JUST AFTER HO.
13) THE COMPUIEU CELL WALL THICKNESS, AVGWT, IS AN AVERAGE OF THE WALL THICK-
NESSES CALCULATED FROM ALL WALL POSITIONS WHICH INCLUDE A SILVER GRAIN. THE
VALUE OF AVGWT, THEREFORE, IS A WEIGHTED AVERAGE AND MAY BE BIASED TOWARD
CERTAIN WALL AREAS IF THEY CONTAIN A DISPRLPrRTICNATE NUMBER OF GRAINS.
14) THE VALUE UF THE ANGLE IARAO) DIFFEReNTIATING RADIAL FROM TANGENTIAL WALL
SEGMENTS IS uEFINED AT IHF BEINNING uF IHE PROGRAM. SIMILARLY, THE ANGLE
DEFINING CORNER REGIONS IALNR) IS STATED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PRUGRAM.
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TABLE IV
LISTING OF EMARAN AND ITS SUBROUTINES
C PROGRAM EMARAN--MAINLINE FOR ANALYSIS CF EF AUTORACIOGRAPHY
C TO BE USED WITH StBROUTINES GRNDIS, PLTDAT, AND GRAF
DIMENSION GDIST11225),FWT(I225),XW(65),YWIB5),XG(1225),YGI1225),











C FwTSP2 = TWICE THE STEP LENGTH USED IN COMPUTING THE DISTRIBurION DATA








C '10' IS USED TO DEFINE OUTPUT FORM, I.E., PRINTOUT, CARCS, TAPE, DISK.
C ARAO IS THE ANGLE (IN RADIANS) RELATIVE TC THE TANGENTIAL LINE WHICh
C AN INTERFA-E SEGMENT MUST EXCEEO IN CROER TC BECOME 'RADIAL'
C ACNR IS THE ANGLE (IN RADIANS) BETWEEN INTERFACE SEGMENTS ON EITHER
L SIDE OF AN INCLUDED SEGMENT WHICH MUST BE EXCEEDED IN ORDER FOR THE
C SEGMENT TO BECUME A 'CORNER'
C IEQL AND IEQML DEFINE PLOTTING SYMBOLS FCR THE LUMEN AND MIDDLE LAMELLA
C INTERFACES, RESPECTIVELY.(O=NO SYMBOLS, 4=SQUARES)
C LTL AND LTML DEFINE THE LINE TYPE (O-LINE ONLY, I=LINE ANO SYMBOLS)
















READ 15,103) (XG)JJ)IYGIJJ) JJ=L,N3)
C LOOPS 79 AND 99 CHECK FOR AND CORRECT DUPLICATE INTERFACE POINTS
Nl=N I-I
DO T7 I=i,NIL
IF (Xwil)-XI1*1l)1 79,71,7 -
I1 X(W Il)=XWtI+I)+1.


























C LOOP 30 ASSIGNS EACH LUMEN INTERFACE SEGMENT A DESIGNATION (C,RT)










33 IF (I-l1 35,35,34












61 IF (Tb) 64,64,63




65 IF ICHSLP-ACNR) 35,35,52
52 ISEGII)-l
C SEGMENT DESIGNATED A CORNER (C) SEGVENT
GO TO 59
51 ISEGIl)=2
C SEGMENT DESIGNATEO A RADIAL WALL IR) SEGMENT
GU TO 59
54 ISLGIl)=3




LISTING OF EMARAN AND ITS SUBROUTINES













3 WRITE (6,104) K,GX,GYXPP,YPP,XPP2,YFP2,WALLTl,WALLT2,tnFFW
4 FWT(K) = GDIST(K)/IALLTI
CUM CUMT UMWT * WALLTI






























42 IF INRI 44,44,43
43 ARwT=CUMRWT/INR1l000)
44 IF (NT) 46,46,45
45 ATwT=CUMTWT/(NT*ICOO)














81 IF INC) 181,80,181




82 IF INK) 182,bC,182




83 IF (NT) 183,80,183
183 WRITE I1,117) NT,ATWT
READ 111,202) (XGII),YGII) ,I1,NT)
REWIND 11





84 CALL GRAF IXG,YG,-l,1,NC,-1,3)
GO TO 80
85 CALL GRAF (XG,YG,-1.1,NR,-1,1)
GO TO 80













CALL GRAF (XLUM,YLbM,-I ,NLUf,-I,4)
CALL PLOT 10.,3.7,3)
CALL PLOT 0O.,0.,31
IF INSET -1) 5,5,6




6 DO ZC IJ-I,N3
NCUM * NCUM + I
GRNARR(NCUM) - GDISTIIJ)



































































lOS fJ;MAT ( TlA4))
106 F3RMATI'UN FROM LUMEN INTERFACE 23. RELATIVE WALL LOCATION 22')
107 FURMAT IIHl,'GRAIN XG,YG XPP,YPP(LUMENI XPPYPPIML
4) WALLT1 hALLT2 OIFFWT'/)
138 FORMATIIHC, SEGMENT CURVATURE ABSISEGMENT ANGLE) ASSIGNME-T' 
109 FORMATIIH ,'NLMBER (RADIANS) (RADIANS) IC.1,R=2.T=31 )/
110 F3RMAT ('X VALUE IY VALUE 7')
111 F3RMAT 112A4)
112 FURMAT ('(ACNR=',F6.3,', ARAD=',F6.3,'I'l
113 FORMAT 12I6A4,1211
115 FORMAT (13,' CORNER GRAINS ACWT' ,F6.3)
116 FaRMAT 113,' RAUIAL WALL GRAINS ARWT-',F6.31
117 FORMAT (13,' TANGENTIAL WALL GRAINS ATWT- ,F6.31
118 FURMATI1HI, ACNR-',F6.3,' ARAD=',F6.31
119 FORMAT I(LUMEN REFERENCE POINTS')
120 FORMATI' UN HALL LI CORNERS Uf R WALLS UM T WALLS ')
121 FORMAT(41jA4))












LISTING OF EMARAN AND ITS SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE GRNOIS(XriYVW,tNXGYGXPPYPPPGDISTXLUMYLUMNLNSI
C TO BE USED WITH MAINLINE PROGRAM EfARAN
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES AND TRANSFERS TO MAINLINE PROGRAM
C I11 DISTANCE FROM GRAIN TO WALL INTERFACE IGOISTI
C 12) POINT ON INTERFACE PERPENDICULAR TC GRAIN (XPPYPP)
C . 31 NO. OF INTERFACE SEGMENT CONTAINING XPP,YPP (NS)
DIMENSION XW(75) ,Yk(75) ,XLUM5) ,YLUP5)
L'= I
M = C
C IHE FOLLOWING COMPLTES PAIRS CF DISTANCES FRCF A PARTICULAR GRAIN TO
L WALL POINTS TO FINL THE FIRST IAND PERHAPS ONLY) MINIMUM OISTANCE.
C THIS DISTANCE IS SAVED AS DOIN.
6 DISTI SQRTIABS((XG -XA(L)I)*2+IYG -YW(L))**2))
DIST2 * SORTIABSIIXG -XWIL+II)**2+IYG -YW(L+lI)**21)
IF IDIST2 - UISTI) 7,8.8




IF IL- NII 9, 10, 10
C THE FOLLOWING COMPLTES DISTANCES FRCM GRAIN TC WALL POINTS BEYONC THE
C FIRST MINIMUM COMPARING EACH TC OFIN. ANY DISTANCE SMALLER eECOMES TFE
C NEW DMIN.
9 DIST3 * SURTIABSI(XG -XW(L+2))**2+(YG -YW(L+2))**2))
L L * I
IF (DMIN-DIST3) 12,12,11
11 M = L
OMIN ODIST3
12 IF IL- NI) 9,10,10
C IHE FOLLOWING GEOMETRICALLY FINDS THE LINE SEGFENT BETWEEN WALL POINTS
C TO WHICH A PERPINDICULAR CAN BE DRAWN FROP THE GRAIN. ALSO BY GEOMETRY
C THE POINT OF INTERSECTION OF THE TWO LINES IS FOUNC IXPP YPP).
10 CLOSEI = SURTIABS(IXG -XW(M-l))**2*IYG -YWIM-11)**2))
CLOSE2 - SORT(ABSIIXG -XWIM)) **2.*YG -YWIM)) **2))
SEGDIS * SURTIABS( I x If)-XW(M-l) *2+IYWIM)l-YtWM-1 )**2))
COSINE =-ICLOSEI**2-CLOSE2**2-SEGOIS*e21 /2. CLOSE2*SEGDIS)
IF (COSINE) 13,14,15
13 M = M+l
GO TO 10





114 XPP . XWIM-I)
YPP * Y(IM-I)
GO TO 16
116 NBTWN * M-I
XPP W X  INBThN)
YPP Y W (NBTWN)
,b TO 16
115 X)IFF = X(IMI - XkIl-ll
YGCIFF . YWIM) - YWlP-l)
IF (XDIFF) lb,17,18
17 XPP = XW(m)
YPP r YG
GI)IST ABSI XWIMI - XG)
GO TO 81
18 IF IYOIFF) 80,82.80
82 YPP * Yw IMI
XPP G X
GDIST = ABS (YM(N) - YG)
GO TO 81
80 SLS * YDIFF/XDIFF
YPP i (YWIMI+(SLS**2)I YG +SLS*(XG -XW(MI))/II.+SLS**21
XPP = SLS*IYG -YPP) * XG
C THE FOLLOWING COMPLTES THE DISTANCE FRCF THE GRAIN POINT TO THE PERPEN-
C DICULAR POINT. THIS DISTANCE IGDIST) IS ASSIGNED TO BE NEGATIVE IF ON
C THE LUMEN SIDE OF THE INTERFACE.













LISTING OF EMARAN AND ITS SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE PL1OATIARR.AVGWT,NCUM,IDPLCT,IC2,HD,LXS,1O,KKK)
C TO BE USED WITH MAINLINE PROGRAM EFARAN





STEPL = HO / 2.
CALL SHELL (ARR,INCUM)
C SHELL SUBROUTINE SORTS NUMBERS INTO ARRAY LF ASCENDING ORDER
13 = I
NSTEP-I( ARRINCUM)- ARRI11))/STEPLI*
IF (NSTEP - 1CO) 901,901,900
901 DO 75 11 1, NSTEP
STEPN * I1
OMIOPT (I1) *(ARR (1) * (STEPN * STEPL) - STEPL/2.)
BINI 1111 * DMIDPT ((1) - STEPL/2.
BIN2 (11) = BINI (11) + STEPL
IF (KKK) 80,80,81
80 DMIDPT III) * DMIDPT 111)/1000.
BINI (11) * BINI (11)/1000.
BIN2 (Ill = BIN2 (111/1000.
81 12 * 0
GO TO 76
72 13 - 13 + 1
12 = 12 * I
IF (13-INCUM+1)176,73,74
76 IF I ARR(13) - I ARRII) STEPN * STEPLI) 72,73,73











2 WRITE 110,108) AVGWT
3 WRITE (10,100) IOPLOT,NCLP,AVGWT,IU2




























900 WRITE 16,103) NSET
1000 WRITE 16,110) AVGWT,ID2,KKK
RETURN
100 F3RMAT14A4,14,' GRAINS IN',F6.3,3A4)
101 FORMAT 113)
102 FORMAT(5(2X,F8.3),27X,13)
103 FORMAT (IHOi'ORE THAN 100 BINS IN DATA SET '.13)
104 FORMAT 112A4)
105 FORMATI7GRAIN FREQUENCY 15')
106 FORMAT (6A4,12)
107 FORMAT 1( 1.0')
108 FORMAT IF6.3)
109 FORMAT (5(2X,F8.3))






M = L - ISTRT * 1
200 M = M/2
IF (MI 300,40,300
300 K * L-M
J = ISTRT
41 1 s J
49 LL I+M
IFILISTII) - LISTILL)) 60,60.50




IF (I - ISTRT) 60,49,49








LISTING OF EMARAN AND ITS SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE GRAF IX,Y,NX,NY,N.LT,IEQ)
C TO BE USED WITH MAINLINE PROGRAMS EMARAN ANO CRVFIT
C THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES, DRAWS AND LABELS AXES, AND PLOTS AN ARRAY OF
C POINTS IX(NI.YIN)). NX=NYaI IF ARRAY IS FIRST TO BE PLOTTED ON THE
C SCALEO GRAPH. IF SUBSEQUENT ARRAYS ARE TO BE PLCTTEO ON THE SAME
C GRAPH, LET NX-1. LT DEFINES THE LINE TYPE I-I-SYMBOLS ONLY, OLINE,
























































13 IF (IEQ-I) 14,14,15
14 HT - 0.07
GO TO 16
15 Hr = 0.14
16 CALL DRAW (XX.YY,0.O,CHARIIEQ),1.O,O.O,HTI
NI = C
CALL PLOT (XX,YY,3)
17 J J + I










USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CRVFIT
e*« *****» *$**************** *************$e*************E$$$* ***$$s$***
PROGRAM CRVFIT--FOR FITTING A CURVE TO OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM EMARAN
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE OPERATOR TO JUCGE, BY TRIAL ANO ERROR, THE BEST SET
OF PARAMETERS FROM WHICH ONE CAN APPROXIPATE THE LOCATION AND RELATIVE ACTIVITY
OF LABELEU COMPONENTS IN THE CELL WALL. INITIAL VALUES FOR THE BAND SOURCE PAR-
AMETERS (NBAND, XDSPL, BNDW, AMPLI ARE ESTIPATED BY A VISUAL FITTING OF THE
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM EMARAN TO REFERENCE CURVES REPRESENTING THE GRAIN
DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS TO BE EXPECTED FROM BANDS OF DEFINED WIDTH. THE LINE
SOURCE GRAIN FREQUENCY FUNCTION OBTAINED BY SALPETER ET AL. (J. CELL BIOLOGY,
VOL.41, PAGES 1-20 11961)) IS THE BASIS FCR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTATIONS.
EACH BAND SOURCE IS DEFINED BY THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS-- (1) DISTANCE OF BAND
MIDPOINT FROM WALL-LLMEN INTERFACE IN MICROPETERS. 12) BAND WIDTH IN MICROMETFRS
AND 13) RELATIVE BAND ACTIVITY.
THE PROGRAM PLOTS A GRAIN FREQUENCY HISTCGRAPH FROM A SET OF -ISTOGRAPH
DATA OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM EMARAN. THEN IT CCMPUTES AND PLOTS THE PREDICTED FRE-
QUENCY DISTRIBUTION FROM UNIFORMLY LABELED BAND SOURCES OF ACTIVITY I(MAXIMUM OF
THREE). A MEASURE OF THE DEGREE OF DEVIATION CF THE HISTOGRAPH DATA POINTS FROM
THE PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION CURVE IOEFINED HERE AS 'VARIANCE') IS COMPUTED FROM
THE FOLLOWING RELATION --
SUM OF SQUARES OF DIFFERENCES (BETWEEN GRAIN DENSITY VALUES)















(NUMBER OF DATA PCINTSI - I
THE FOLLOWING FORMAT AND SEQUENCE --
COLUMNS













































AVWT AVERAGE WALL THICKNESS IN
MICRONS. 11.0 IF DATA SET
IS ON 'UM FROM LUMEN INTER-
FACE' SCALE)
IDt) IDENTIFICATION OF HISTOGRAPH
DATA SET (ALL 48 CHAR DRAWN)
(11-6) LABEL FOR X AXIS
LX17) NO. OF CHARACTERS IN LX DRAWN
Y11-6) LABEL FOR Y AXIS
LY17) NO. OF CHARACTERS IN LY DRAWN
N NO. HISTOGRAPH POINTS TO READ
IUPTII LCCATION OF BIN CENTER
XDAT ) LEFT BOUNDARY OF BIN
(OATI) RIGHT BOUNCARY OF BIN
VOATII GRAIN DENSITY IN BIN
YOATI) GRAIN DENSITY IN BIN
HEAD OPTION TO SKIP THIS DATA SET
hBAND *NUMBER OF BANC SOURCES
KOSPL DISPLACEMENT OF BAND CENTER
FROM WALL-LUMEN INTERFACE IN
MICROMETERS
3NDW BAND WIDTH IN MICROMETERS
AMPL RELATIVE BAND ACTIVITY PARA
METER IAPPROX. RANGE-- 0-2)
AMPLF CUMULATIVE AMPLITUDE FACTOR
NS OPTION TO TERMINATE PROGRAM
IN5SO) OR TO REPEAT WITH NEW
INPUT FROM TERMHIAL INS 0)
THE PROGRAM HAS THE OPTION OF READING IN DIFFERENT BAND SOURCE INFORMATION
(NUMBER, WIDTH, AND LOCATION) FROM THE TERPINAL. THIS INPUT MAY EE REPEATED IIN
THE ORDER SHOWN IN THE ABOVE TABLE) ANY NUMBER OF TIMES BEFORE TERMINATING THE
JOB. THE DECISION WOULD BE BASED ON THE GRAPHICAL OUTPUT (VISUAL CLOSENESS OF







/FILE DISK-(l,NREC=9CIDENTI RSIZ=48,VOL=SYSFLI, ISP=INEW.DELETEI
/FILE DISK=(2,NREC=9C,LABEL ,RSI -4 ,VOL=SYSFLIlCISP-rNEHW.ELETE)
/FILE DISK=I3,NREC-9C.LABEL3) RSIZ i48 VCL=SYSFLI,DISP=INEWtOELETEI
/FILE DISK-(4,JL23A),VOL-SYSFLI,DISP=(OLD,KEEP)
C PROGRAM CRVFIT
C TO BE USED WITH SLBROUTINE GRAF (SAPE CNE USED WITH PROGRAM EMARAN).
C DISK FILE 4 IS USED ONLY IF THIS FILE CCNTAINS THE DATA TO BE INPUT.
C THE VARIABLE, 10, IS USED TO SPECIFY THE SOURCE OF THE DATA (CISK,








C AVWT = 1.0 IF HISTOGRAPH DATA IS CN ABSCLUTE CISTANCE SCALE













90 WRITE l6,100) IIDIII ,11=1,121
WRITE 16,2041
204 FORMAT ("NEXT INPUT IS KAHEAD. IF GREATER THAN O,SKIPS THIS DATA





























94 WRITE IIFILE,106) XDSPLBNDW,FRACT
BNDSTP-BNDH/99.
XLINE.XDSPL-(BNUD/2.)
C LOOPS 30 AND 40 CREATE A BAND SOURCE DISTRIBUTION FROM 100 LINE SOURCES



































C LOOP ZC CREATES A DISTRIBLTION ARRAY FCR EACI BANC IYl(),ETC.) ANC TFh


































96 READ 12,1001 (ID()ll)ll. 1.12)
GO TO 98




C LOOP 10 COMPLTES THE SUM CF SCUARES CF THE Y CISPLACEMENT OF THE DATA

























11 READ (3,100) (ID(11I,111,12)
GO TO 13




























105 FORMAT ('VARIANCE =',3PE10.O)
106 FORMAT ('I ,F6.3,'.',F6.3,',',F6,3,' I)
107 FORMAT (6A4)











GRAIN DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Model distributions of grain density used for comparison with the actual
distributions in fiber cell walls were derived from the line-source distribu-
tion function of Salpeter, et al. (66), f = 1/(1 + x2 /d2). As introduced in
the "Approach of the Thesis" section, the variables in this equation are defined
as follows: f = grain density, x = distance from line source, and d = HD
(Salpeter's measure of autoradiographic resolution). The d variable was
considered as a constant for this analysis, since HD is a function of auto-
radiographic variables (isotope type, section and emulsion thickness, emulsion
type, and development procedure) which were constant. According to the work of
Salpeter, et al. (66), an HD value of 0.15 is correct for the conditions of
this work.
Distributions describing predicted grain densities relative to solidly-
labeled band sources were computed by considering a band source to be composed
of line sources uniformly spaced across the width of the band. As applied in the
computer program CRVFIT (see Appendix VII), these distributions were obtained by
summing grain density (f) values for each line source within the band (computed
from the line-source distribution function) over a defined range of distance
from the source (x) and then normalizing the cumulative distribution so that
the maximum grain density was unity. By varying the number of line sources
per band, it was found that increasing the number of lines per band beyond 100
did not change the shape of the cumulative distribution curve even for bands
as wide as 0.8 pm. Each model band source was, therefore, defined as being
composed of 100 equally spaced line sources.
The model distributions for a line source and two band sources of dif-
ferent widths are presented in Fig. 21. In each of these plots two different
distributions are drawn - the lower curve in each plot based on the theoreti-
cally derived line-source distribution function,.f = 1/(1 + x2/d2), and the
upper curve based on another distribution function, f = [0.982/(1:+ x2/d2 )] +
[0.45/(25 + x2/d2)]. The latter function is an empirical relation developed
by Salpeter, et al. (66) to better describe grain density distributions ob-
tained experimentally from artificial line sources. Since Gupta, et al. (67)
found that experimental distributions from his biological line sources were
better described by the theoretically derived function, this theoretically
derived function was used in the CRVFIT computer program to generate model
band-source distributions.
The concept of single band-source distribution models as shown in Fig.
21(b) and (c) was extended in the CRVFIT program to model distributions
composed of as many as three distinct band sources in order to better describe
the actual distributions across fiber cell walls. Three parameters (band
location, width, and relative activity) that describe each band source could
be varied independently for each band to affect the total cumulative distribu-
tion. Graphical outputs from the CRVFIT program are included in Appendix IX.
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CRAIN DISTRIBUTIONS PREDICTED FROM LINE SOURCE
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Figure 21. Line and Band Source Grain Density Distributions




EXPERIMENTAL GRAIN DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS
This appendix contains the graphical output of the CRVFIT program.
Each graph presented is a reproduction of the plotter output for the grain
density distribution of an individual fiber cell. The first line of the
heading above each graph identifies - in abbreviated form - the fiber cell
and electron micrograph(s) as well as the number of grains counted and the
computed average wall thickness associated with that particular graph. For
example, a first line of the heading of one of the graphs in Fig. 22 reads,
"A3B(41-2,41-4) 574 GRAINS IN 1.243 uM WALL." This line identifies the graph
with fiber cell "B" of tissue fed sugar A with a 3-hour incubation period.
A total of 574 grains were counted from the two micrographs (41-2 and 41-4)
of sections of this cell. Also, the average wall thickness of this cell as
computed by program EMARAN is 1.243 pm.
The histogram plot in each graph is the actual grain density distribution
while the smooth curve is the model distribution fitted to the actual distri-
bution and defined by the band parameters listed in the heading above the graph.
The model band sources are assigned numbers from one to three according to
their relative positions in the wall. The band closest to the wall/lumen
interface is designated Band 1, the next closest is designated Band 2, etc.
Each band position (location and width) is indicated on the abscissa of each
graph and identified by number. The band parameters for Band 1 are located
on the second line of the graph heading. The parameters defining Band 2, if
there is one, are located on the second line just after the parameters for Band
1. Finally, the parameters for Band 3, when present, are located at the
beginning of the third line of the heading. Each set of band parameters
-101-
includes three values listed within brackets in the following order: distance
(in im) of the band midpoint from the wall/lumen interface, band width (in pm),
and fractional content of the total wall activity.
The "variance" value as listed on the third line of the heading is a
numerical measure of the degree of fit of the model distribution to the actual
distribution (variance is defined mathematically in Appendix VII). In fitting
the model to the actual distribution small variance values are desirable. A
perfect fit, therefore, would have a variance of zero. Because of the nature
of the autoradiographic system, however, a realistic fit for a particular
distribution may not necessarily have the smallest variance value. Gupta, et al.
(67) found, for example, that when a very narrow band (approximating a line) of
labeled wall material lies close to the inner face of the wall, an asymmetrical
distribution results in the autoradiograph. This asymmetry (skewed away from
the wall) is attributed to a decrease in the average path length of b-particles
traversing the relatively dense wall material (67). A visual fitting of the
model to the actual distribution in the region from the wall/lumen interface to
the middle lamella (0 to 1 on the relative-wall-location scale) supplements the
numerical variance value in judging a "best fit." Model distributions which de-
part from actual distributions in the region of the cell lumen, such as for cell
A in Fig. 22, might, therefore, actually be the most realistic fits.
The grain density distributions of cells from tissue fed sugar A are shown
in Fig. 22-25. These include cells from tissue incubated 3 hours (Fig. 22),
24 hours (Fig. 23), and 48 hours (Fig. 24 and 25).
p3P141-Z,41-41 367 GRRINS IN 0.657 UM UPLL
1 0.050, 0.100, 1.0001
VRRIRNCE = 953.E-05
100.02 OF RCTIVITY IN BPNO I
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P38(41-2.41-4) 574 GRAINS IN 1.243 U WARL.
1 0.050, 0.100, 0.920) '1.400, 0.100, 0.080'
WPRIPNCE = 111.E-04
92.01 OF PCTIVITY IN BPNO 1
8.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 2
I.Z -0.9 -0.4 0. 0.4 0.0
RELRTIVE LULL LOCRTION
B3C(41-3,41-51 558 GRRINS IN 1.199 UN UPLL
I 0.075, 0.150, 0.9201 ( 1.250. 0.100. 0.080)
VPRIPNCE = 524.E-05
92.0Z OF PCTIVITY IN BRNO 1





P3-0 141-1) 428 GRPINS IN 0.771 UP UFLL
f 0.050, 0.100. 1.000)
VRRIRNCE = 454.E-05
100.02 OF RCTIVITY IN BPNO 1
URLL
I - - ------- __ r- -"  --" - 'it---- '
5 1 . .?. -. , I.6 l. O. ,. ,
ICRTION RELTl IVE I.HI. L LlOH
















p24R (54-Z) 705 GRPINS IN 1.330 Uf URLL
t 0.300. O.Z00. 0.650) 1 1.000, 0.700. 0.3501
VRRIANCE = Z42.E-04
65.01 OF PCTIVITY IN BRFN 1
35.0S OF PCTIVIT IN BRNO 2
I = 1- z -I
-1. 6 .-1. -Io. -o.4 o. o.A 0o. 1.
RELFTIVE UWLL LOCATION
PZ4-8 145-1) 976 GRAINS IN 0.815 UN UPLL
( 0.180. 0.Z50. 0.9401 ( 0.750. 0.Z00. 0.060)
VRRIRNCE = 498.E-05
94.01 OF RCTIVITY IN BRND 1
6.01 OF PCTIVITY IN BP0N 2













A-48P 148-1) 1163 GRAINS IN 1.616 N UWALL
1 0.750. 0.500, 1.000)
VRRIANCE = Z84.E-05
100.02 OF PCTIVITY IN BPAN 1
P-488 148-41 998 GRAINS IN 1.690 UN WALL
1 0.750, 0.500. 1.0001
VPRIANCE 7Z O.E-05
100.01 OF ACTIVITY IN BANO 1
c)
-4. -0 . 12 .
RELATIVE WRALL LOCATION (X10-'1
Eo.
P-48C 149-31 506 GRAINS IN 1.469 UM URLL
( 0.520. 0.250. 0.9601 1 1.550, 0.100. 0.0401
VRRIANCE = 140.E-05
96.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 1
4.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BPND 2
P-48E 148-51 1064 GRAINS IN 1.720 UN WRLL
( 0.275, 0.450, 0.9001 ( 1.550, O.ZOO, 0.1001
VPRIANCE = 654.E-05
90.01 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO I
10.01 OF PCTIVITY IN BPNO 2
-0.8 -0.4 0. o,. C
RELRTIVE WRLL LOCRTION
Figure 24. Grain Density Distributions in A-48 Fiber Walls









f-48F (47-5) 841 GRRINS IN 1.392 UL UPILL
I 0.1Z5. O.Z50. 0.7501 0.750, O.Z50. 0.50)
VRRIPNCE = 648.E-05
-75.0 OF PCTIVITY IN 8pND 1
25.01 OF RCTIVITY IN BPNO 2
0. O.
LURLL LOCFlTION
P-48G (47-31 12Z0 GRRINS IN 1.878 UN URLL
I 0.Z00. 0.400. 0.9601 t 1.878. 0.150. 0.0401
VRRIRNCE = 276.E-05
96.01 OF RCTIVITY IN BPND 1




P-48H (47-41 735 GRRINS IN 1.537 UN WRLL
I 0.100. O.Z00. 0.9001 t 1.100. 0.200. 0.100)
VRRIRNCE = 158.E-04
90.05 OF PCTIVITY IN PRND 1
10.0 OF ACTIVITY IN 8RND 2
z
cr
Figure 25. Grain Density Distributions in A-48 Fiber Walls





-4. -o. . . 2i.RELFlTIVE WULL LOCfTI'ON (X10-']
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Figures 26-29 illustrate the grain density distributions of cells in
tissue fed sugar G6. Figures 26 and 27 show cells from tissue incubated 48
hours. Cells of delignified tissue (DG6) incubated for 24 and 48 hours are
shown in Fig. 28 and 29, respectively.
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G6-4BB 157-21 437 GRPINS IN 1.513 UN WULL
( 0.550. 0.200. 0.65081 0.800. O.ZO0. O.ZS0)
I 1.450, 0.100. 0.0701 VARIRNCE = 396.E-05
65.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 1
28.0 OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 2




-4. -0. 4. L . IZ.
RELRTIVE WALL LOCARTION iX10-1
) 16. ZO. --.
G6-48C 157-11 449 GRAINS IN 1.796 UN URLL
I O.OO. 0.200. 0.5601 1 0.650, 0.300. 0.2601
1 1.700. 0.Z50. 0.1801 VARIANCE = 436.E-05
56.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 1
26.0- OF ACTIVITY IN BRND 2
18.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 3
A
-S. -o. . :6. ZO.
RELRTIVE URL! LOCRTION i(!% .,1
G6-480 (57-31 238 GRAINS IN 1.512 UN WALL
I 0.100. 0.200. 0.6501 1 0.500, 0.100. 0.2001
I 1.400. 0.200. 0.1501 VARIANCE = 117.E-04
65.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 1
20.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BAND 2
15.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BANO 3
- 4l.-0. 4
-4. -O. 4.








G6-48EI58-11 615 GRRINS IN 1'.934 UM UALL
1 0.300. 0.200Z 0.2Z01 I 1.100, . 900. 0.6801
I 1.800. OZO O. 0.1001 VARIRNCE = 133.E--.
22.0 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 
68.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 2
10.0Z OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 3
I -r ...< .
T , ' ' 'd- i -- Td i ... - - .
B. 12. 16. ZO0. - 4. . .
CFCTION (XIO-1l RE[I TIVF. WAIl.l Ill:fITllN I)
Grain Density Distributions in G6-48 Fiber Walls















G6-48F (58-2l 628 GRRINS IN 1.546 UN RWLL
t 0.150. 0.200. 0.1801 1 0.650. 0.500. 0.7501
1 .530. 0.100. 0.0701 VARIlNCE = 399.E-05
18.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 1
75.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 2









G6-48G (58-31 34Z GRAINS IN 1.567 UN UALL
( O.Z50. 0.300, 0.6901 I 0.750. 0.175. O.ZOO)
( 1.Z50. 0.400, 0.110) VARIANCE = 120.E-04
69.02 OF PCTIVITY IN BPNO 1
'Z0.0 OF ACTIVITY IN BAND 2
11.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BFND 3
.4 . 4_ a U.
RE.FITIVE URI.L LOCITION (Xlq-
t)
in Density Distributions in





DG6-Z4R 160-4) 633 GRAIN5 IN 1.107 UM WALL
t 0.130. 0.200. 0.7001 1 0.450, 0.200. O.Z701
I 1.ZOO. 0.050, 0.0301 VRRIRNCE = 659.E-05
70.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BPND 1
27.0 OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 2
3.0 OF ACTIVITY IN BPNO 3
-4. -0. 4. 6. 1Z. 16. e0.
RELATIVE UALL LOCATION (X10-']
0G6-Z4B (60-4) 1050 GRAINS IN 1.376 UM WALL
I 0.150. 0.300. 0.8801 I 1.000. 0.400. 0.120)
VARIANCE = Z06.E-04
88.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 1





OG6-24C (60-51 571 GRRINS IN 2.096 UMN UFLL
0.200Z. 0.300. 0.7001 ( 0.650, 0.500. 0.200n
1 2.100. 0.200. 0.-100 VARIANCE = 166.E-04
70.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BPND I
20.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 2
10.0% OF ACTIVITY IN BRND 3
I '2 3-/'3l
-4. -C. 0. 1a I0. Ib. 20.
RELPTIVE UAII .i-CRTION IXIO- !














OG6-48R 152-41 1216 GRFINS IN 0.804 UN W4LL
1 0.240. 0.200. 0.9001 1 0.750. 0.200. 0.1001
VRRIRNCE = 378.E-05
90.0% OF RCTIVITY IN BRND 1
10.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BfNO Z
OG6-48B 152-31 1216 GRRIN5 IN 0.850 UN WRLL
( 0.400. 0.200. 0.8501 1 0.750. 0.200Z 0.1501
VPRIRNCE'= 169.E-05
85.OX OF RCTIVITY IN BRNO 1
15.0 OF RCTIVITY IN BANO 2
-0.0 -0.4 0. 0.1 0.t
RELATIVE URLL LOCRTION
OG6-48C 152-51 1189 GRRIN5 IN 1.207 UN WALL
( 0.320. 0.200. 0.8001 1 0.580, 0.250. 0.130)
1 1.100. 0.100..0.0701 VARIANCE = 486.E-05
80.01 OF ACTIVITY IN BAND I1
13.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 2






OG6-480 (52-51 914 GRAINS IN 1.243 UN WALL 
( 0.180. 0.200. 0.9001 O 0.600. 0.300. 0.0501
( 1.200. 0.200. 0.0501 VRRIRNCE = 898.E-05
90.02 OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO I
5.0S OF ACTIVITY IN BRNO 2
5.0% OF RCTIVITY IN BRNO 3
RELRTIVE UHLI LOCHTIlON I
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Figure 29.
